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coming as one might have hoped," 
he said . .. We have nor alwa)'S bttn 
models of pluralism and tolerance. 
Onhodox J<WS wm h- to lcam to 
be: more civil in their rhetoric, mort 
respectful in their approach; mort 
consciot.&S or 1heiT respoosibililY to 
'love thy n<ighbot as thy>df.' " 

But beyond the eumded lwlds or 
friendship and the druatic •hift in 
1one, Schindkr and Lamm came to 
kfmtical concluliom: 

The problems that Amtrican 
Jewry faces ue serious but oot un;• 
pr<ttdented, they both said. Dif· 
fcrcnccs in relia:ious u.ndc:rstan.din1 
cannot be bridged, so Jews will have 
to learn to live together despite their 
differences, they agreed. Both urged 
an end 10 rhetorical harshness and an 
effort 10 solve those probl<ms which 
could be resolved. Ead1 was unusual· 
ly forthcoming. 

Lam.m walked an ideological 
tightrope with remarkable grace. He 
is subject to attack from his own 
riaht wins for bting coo conciliatory 
coward movements it rc::glll'ds as 
heretical. On the left, h• is expected 
to reach ou1 and embrace his rcnow 
Jews. lamm•s problem is both 
rheological and pracmatk. 
Pnaamati<ally, h• knows that he 
mu1t work with non-Orthodox JCW$ 
and their nibbis. Yet 1heologically, 
how does ont work with these Jews 
without abandoninJ the teneu of Or· 
thodoxy that deny the validity or 
deviant ronns or J...W.m? 

It is an egrq:iow: a-ror. Lamm 
argued. 10 dmy the f\mctio<W valid~ 
IY of Reform, Recocutruetionisl and 
Conservative Judaism4 ••facts can
not be whlied away •. .and 1he racu 
uc that the Reform. Con.scrvali~. 
and Rec:omtruc1ionls& communidet 
arc no1 onty more numcrous •.. bu1 
lhcy arc vital.. powerful, and 
dynamk: they att committed 10 
Je-wlsh survin1:· Lamm said. 
Funhermort. ••from a funttlonol 
p0intorY'~, non.orthodox rtbbis 
are valid ludm of Jewish reJiajoui 
oommunities. '' 

If non-Orthodox Jews "arc 
sillc<re. if they bdicv< in God, if they 
endeavor 10 carry out the conse· 
qucnces of their faith in a consis.tcnl 
mann«-then they are rolf8kJus peo
ple," said Lamm. 

Such 1eadm have spiritual djg.ni· 
1y, he acknowledged, but he would 
not concede their legitlmacy. "The 
crilcria of such lcgilimacy is (he 
halaohah, 1he fundamental a.ccept· 
ancc of the: Torah's divine origin," 
Lamm said. 

Had his spe«h ended then. one 
Conservative rabbi sajd, "ic would 
have bttn a letdown. He went as far 
as he coukl to reach out 10 other 
Jews-yd it was not far enouah. •• 

Bold ProPoS"I 
But Lamm introduced a bold pro· 

p05al for a national M.th din, or 
ttliaious eourt, comprl>ed of thr« 
judgu "cho><n on th• basi• or 
scholarship and pcnon1l hllachlc 
obs<rvanoe, not institutionll lfOlia· 
lion. Rabbi< who are expert and .,... 
son.ally obst:rvant n'llY be euthorit· 
ed to serve." Tbis rabbinic body 
would be 1bl< to rvlc on 111 Jewish 
divorces and convmion1. wilh lhe 
._ation or 111 Jewhh denomi••· 
lions, Lamm proposed. 

ThcwordJ wc:rtchoscn cardully. 
Twice. Lamm Indicated 1h11 it 

would be 1he Individual rabbi and 
not th< ln.iltu1ion1l afnliltion that 
would be at stake. H• Jen th• door 
open for Others to participate, 
speclrocally r<ealliJ1i 1h11 the 1u1hori· 
IY of the late Rabbi Boat Coh<n of 
the Jewish Theoloil<al Seminary wu 
recognized. H1s glttln were accepted 
by the Orthodox R1bblnlcal Coun· 
di or Aimrka and its luder. Robbi 
JoS<ph Solovdtchlk. 

Lamm clearly underslood the Im· 
pUcatlons of his propoJlll. "Mnny of 
my Orthodox coUeagues will not 10 
along be<IUIC or the Implied 
•rec:oanJtlon' ofnon~Orthodox rab· 
bli," he said. "But they have 10 
acknowledge the need to 1Uevla1c un· 
told person•l •urrerina by accepting 
purely h0:1chlc a.tends and nO< belna 
distracted by or11nlutional/ 
dc::nominalional considc:rations.·• 

The r<Sj)Ot\S< to Lasnm's proposal 
wa.sl)OSitive. ••11•s 11ood ss1n, and 
I hope he doan"t ba<k away from 
h when he faces the Roslttl 
YesltiWJ," said ooe Orthodox putlci· 
pant, referrin& to 1ht ofLtn riaht· 
win& yeshiva hods. 

Pro,olAI o• Dlvotn 
Somewhal diptically, Lamm also 

proposed 1 hallchic tolution to the 
problem or momwvt. Odib<nitdy 

om1uin1 Conservative noo1s, ne 
asked Rdonn and Reoonstruc:tionist 
rabbi< to "explain expllcillY to the 
people they are marryina thll they 
do 10 accord.lng to thdr undttstand· 
in1of m1rriqe Law ••• and not ln ac· 
oord1nce with Orthodox law." He 
also pleaded thll th<S< liberal rabbb 
insbl on a iet before Ofnfi11ln1 at 
lhe rcmal'ri1.ge of someone nrst mar· 
rird in an Orthodox ceremony. 

He thus 11luded to the view put 
fonh by Rabbi M0Jhe l'dn11eln, 1he 
revered Or1hodo,.; h1lachic au1hori.· 
ty who died the: same week, 1h11 
Rdonn marriages arc not marrl.aaH 
by Orthodox 11andards; thus even 
without a reliaioUJ divorce aOcr the 
br~akup of a first marriage, there 
need be no rear of rnumitrul rrom 
a StCOnd manlasc:: since no nrst m11 4 

rlage, as undmtood by the Or· 
thodox. took place 10 bealn with . 

In 1 """· each perticipant played 
the role 1mianed 10 him. Elie Wiesel 
was pOdl< and pludlna. He re· 
viewed 1he 1r1di1ion or '10/ rtsrotl, 

RlbblAll--. .,,-Of 
lhe Aek>rm ITM>Yemtnt's Union of 
Americ:an Hebrew Congregations: "t 
have l'nOfe lh.,, once lncMged In the 
anger ot lh• out.cut, using words and 
Invoking Imagos Ind bfll., analogies 
which I ,_ regret. .. 

the unity or the people or lsra<I, and 
ahavar Ylsrotl. the love for fellow 
Jew• each Jew ls commanded to 
nurture. 

"The enemy always knew who 
wa.s a Jew," he said. "Our genera· 
1ion is prlvilcacd 10 define for it.self 
wha1 wc are." Wiesel urged each 
movement to be critical of itself and 
compa.ssk>nate toward the others.. 
And he rf'COunted his exptriences of 
Jtwi.i> unity, In "the kinadom or 
n1aht," whne all Jews were one as 
concen1ration camp inmates, in 
MOKOw whett Jews rtae:hcd ou1 for 
l'*:h other and for the pa.st or Israel. 
and in tibemed Jttuulem. where 
aencrals and ra.bbls celd>rated lh< 
rtunifkation of an andent peopk 
with 1he eternal city. 

Spcaldna as a Reconstruaionist. 
author Silbennan reviewed what. was 
riaht and wrona with each of the 
movancnts. He: w,gg:C$1ed that Or4 

thodox 1riwnphalism was pmnaturc. 
Orthodoxy is now hoktina its own, 
Silberman Aid. "But it is 100 early 
10 1dl ir ii can expand its bax. And 
American Onhodoxy cannot remain 
undlanaed. II ii impoosible 10 predict 
wh11 impact the women's movement 
will have," he said with a smite. 
American hedonism and cmph~is 
on sclf·(ulfilhnettt will also havt its 
lmpac1. he warned. 

Cohen dis>mted from the working 
hypathesis or lhe conrercrtcc 1hal 
Jews were dlv-lded. "There hu never 
been as much unity ln Jewish history. 
We have never been a unirlcd peo.. 
pie," Cohm told his audience. "We 
ha.vc achieved a unhy which is un· 
prcct'deHted. It is centered around 
the fact or the Slate or liracl, which 
has done more 10 uniry Jews than 
any stng,e phenomenon." 

Why then the ftar or disunlly? 
Cohen ukcd. "The Orthodox arc 
ralilna 1he issue because: of chcir in ... 
crn1td power in the State of 
lsrael ... and bec.ause American 
Jewish laity have accol'dcd them 

Otlhodox Rabbi Norman Lamm, l)retl· 
-I ol YeshMI Unlverllty: "O<thOOOX 
Jews have not always be8n •• k>t1h-
comlng ao one might have hoped. Wt 
have not always been modelt of 
plure11$tn and to'9rence." 

power in the: communhy, by rc1ar· 
ding them as lhe •authcnlk: Jews,' " 
Cohen said. " The present alarm 
grows out of the increasina asser· 
tivencss of Reronn Judaism and the 
decision of OrthodO<y to confronl 
them head on:• 

One rabbi, alarmed a1 tht grow· 
inas;ia.ns of polatiz.ation and diJuni· 
ty. said: "It's ironic that 1he one 
thina each of the denonUn11ional 
leaders could agree upon was that the 
lhre-at of disunity was not as bad u 
we lhoughl. Arc Ibey tryi.na to shtrk 
respe>ruibility for a situalion they 
helped create?" he asked. 

The final word wm1 to lht man 
who initiated the coarcrcncc and 
wbo first '11ng lb< alarm of I schism. 
Yisi Orccobtrg democutrated that 
hi> thinking had moved far beyond 
the denominational leader>. Uk• 
NormaJJ IAnun, Oreenbtta was both 
theological and PfOimltlc. He >US· 
gested ncxhina lea than an Onhodox 
theology that is open 10 ~ligious 
pluralism. th11 - the lqicimacy 
or the other dmominations with love 
and raped and take$ sr:riousl:y 1he 
issues or modcrni1y, authority, 
autonomy. persona) inte1ri1y a.nd 
equality that non-Orlhodo,.; Jews 
raise. 

Greenberg propo><d 1 practkal 
program of intra·religious dialogue. 
"The American Jcwi$h community 
spends more than $10 million a ye.aJ 
on inter·religiou1 dialogue und less 
than I percent or that sum on Intra· 
religious dialosuc,1

' he exclalmcd. 
A communal professional at lhc 

conference, who aucnds Jewish 
meetings rc-gularly, summed up the 
conference best. "AJI the tou.&h 
issues wert aired. but we knew what 
they were. The fact lhat the four 
talked 10 <a<h other is a hopeful 1ian. 
Camng a 1.ruce in rhe war or indvili~ 
ty and in1roducfog a tone or rnpca 
is Jl true measurt of progre.u.'' 
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Will 
There Be One 
Jewish People 
By the Year 

2000? 

BY MICHAEL BERENBAU M 
PRINCETON, N.J.-ln linJlc 

order flit, if no1 COJC!ha in dialogue, 
klden or American Judaism's four 
denominaclonJ pthered h<r< March 
16-17 co prob< che quadon, "Wiii 
There Ile One Jtwhh People by Che 
Year 20001" 

Convtned by Clal, che National 
Jewbh Ccncer for Laming and 
Leadership, ch< conrnme< was ch• 
braln<hild or e<nccr praidcnc Rab
bi lrvinJ Orecnb<ra. 

An Onhodox rabbi ohcn critkal 
or his rftOVC'mc1\l, OrttnbcrJ firsl 
tound<d Ch< alarm or a poCcnlial 
schism ln we7Cd Jewry in an innum-
1lal ond wldtlY circulaled paper. He 
hu since pnsscd on, ad\loca1in11he 
uraen1 ned (or ln1r1-rcliaious 
dlaloau• be1ween Jewish 
dcnomln1cion1-• caU 1hat hai 
hlttoricaUy ntel with litOc 1uccas. or 
tvcn ln1crcJ1 on the pen or many. 

The Princeton conference 
rcprcs.tnlcd a Jmall mUestonc in 
OreenbtrJ's campnlan. Ammbled 
was a crolS scctlon or communal 
leadership room Orthodox, Con1tr· 
vallvc, Reform, Rte0ns1ruc1lonls1 
and 1<cular backarounds. Among 
1hcm w<r< r~rmer United J....Uh Ap
peal cha.lrmtn and l'td<r11lon or
nccrs, rabtls. scholars, teachers. 
phU·anthropsu, communal profeg... 
slonals and laypenons. 

LHdlat LlcbU or J•dllsoa 
They came 10 htar some of the 

lcadinJ tighlS or American Judaism. 
Three >A'Crt fresldcnts of thdr move
m<nl's wnhari<J: Onhodox RabtM 
Nonnan l,.u\m of Yahi-va Univ«· 
shy. Rabbi Gttson Cohen. retiring 
<hane<llor of 1h< Con!<Mllive move
mcn1's J<wis• Thcololi<al Saninll)', 
and Ira Silverman, who iJ com· 
pktin1. nve-year tnm as prtSidtnt 
of lh< R<eot>llU<tloniJI Rabbinical 
Collq•. The rounh was RablM Alu· 
ander Schin.ller, the fiery klder or 
Reform J<w<y's Union of American 
Hebrew Coaar<pllons. 

Th<y wert Joined by wriler Elk 
Wit.1<.I, whc speab ln 1he name or 
an expn1cn<e that made no di.stlnc. 
tions 1mor8 Jews, and Charles 
Silberman, who1< wlddy acclaimed 
work. A Ctfloln Ptoplt. ha.J 
e11ablished him as 1 dilllnguishtd in
terpreter of American Jewry. 

Out It wu not a dialo&uc. 
Tti• speakers appeared S<qu<nli•I· 

Jy, never to occupy the same plat· 
form or dais. Was it a concession 10 
cxtrcml.n1 or a mea.iurc dcsiancd to 
Insure clvllhy7 

The event wu closed 10 the 
press-at least untU 1nrr 1he four in· 
s1hutional leadcra- Lamm, Cohen, 
Schindler and Silverman- had 
nnl•hed speaking. Bu1 by noon 
Monday, Marth 17, when Silberman 
rose to comment on wha1 had hap
pened. the conference was opcntd-

and within minu1es everything that 
had taken place b<hind close door> 
was reveakd. 

DMslnW-Ckar 
The issues threatcnina Jewish uni· 

ty were ckar to all: There is a arow· 
&na Polarization within American 
Jewry between Onhodox and non
Onhodo• Jews cawed in part by 
M&nllocan1~dlana<Sand 
bold initiotives by lib<ral Judainn. 

Befort long, many (car, commit· 
tcd Jews from different dcnomina· 
dons will DOC. be: able to marry one 
anochu or ..,..,. be recog,,lud as 
Jews by many other Jews. Worse 
,iet, thtte is a growina thunder Of CX· 

trcmlst rhetoric which makes 
d ialoaue-·lct alone compromisc
d lfficull. 

Thrtt problems or penonaJ sl•lus 
arc central to the debate: divorce, 
ct0nversion, and palriHneal descent. 

Orthodox and Conservative 
J udaism require 1ha1 a religious 
d ivorcc documen1 known as a gtt bC' 
issued along wilh a civil divorct 
be fort a pany is rrce to remarry. Tht 
get may only be initiated by 1he hus· 
b.and. tr a woman remarrici after a 
civil divorce, but without a g~t. lht 
childrtn botn of such a union arc 
oonsidcrcd momt~rim-illegilimatc. 
Undtr traditional Jewish law, or 
ltalacha, lh<y may marry only olher 
momwlm, wi1h the same applying 
10 1heir descondenu. 

In contrast, Retonn Judaism does 
n.ot require a religious divorce and 
RecotUtr·uaionists do nOI follow tht 
traditional formula for a~'· Even 
some religious divorces wr·iucn by 
Conservative nobl>G ~not recosniz· 
eel by sqments or 1he Orthodox 
rw.bbinaie. 

Divorce rates att rising-and Jt..ws 
b.:avc the highest rate of .second mar· 
riqe of any dhoic group-50 the 
problem of tntmttttVI is a.«>winl 
a.come1rica1ly as many non. 
tnditionaJ Jews produce children in 
thtlr second marriages tha1 tra.dj,. 
lionally obsttvan1 Jews will no< con· 
•idtt for marriage. Eventually, some 
r ...... Orlhodox J ..... will consider all 
non-Orthodox Jews suspect as mar· 
ria.ge panncn, unle-.ss they can show 
a family hisrory untinged by 
momi«rut. 

Connnlon Dllputt 
Disputes surrounding, convtrsion 

att equally divisive. Orthodox ratr 
bis In th• United Stales and the stal .. 
sponsored rabbinate in Israel do noL 
tecognize non·Onhodox conversion, 
even where the halachic rCQuitcmentS 
o( circumcision and mlkvah. or 
ritual bath, have been ro11owcd. 
Even some Co'R5crva1ive rabbis do 
not aoctpl the validity of those 
Rcfonn conversions that do not 
follow traditional practice. 

Compound.in& Ibis problem, in 
1983 the Reform rnovcmml voted to 

Rabbi tra Silverman. pruldinl ot lhe 
Aecon.struction1s1 Rat)bjnk:al Cotlege. 
critlcfzed Orthodox Rabbi Norman 
Lamm for not appeetlng wl1h htrn on lht 
aame platform: "Am I not Jowfsh? Am 
I tralft11 That's tho way 11 foetl ... 

accep1 "-'Jews children of maul ages 
in which the ra1hcr alone iJ Jewish, 
if the child i~ brought up 11 a Jew 
11J1d iden1incs wich 1he communhy in 
concrete ways, such u becomln.a bar 
mittvah. This aiand. known as 
paJriJineal dcsccnl. is an anachema 10 
Conservative and Orchodox 
Judaism, Which hew co 1he 1radi· 
tional criterion conftrring 
Jewlshneu only upon 1hose born or 
a Jcwit.h mother. 0.hcrs must con· 
vcn, attc>rdln.g 10 tradlcional prac
licc. These more traditional 
dcnomirwlons tt)<ct th• Jewi'11ncss 
or• whok new clau or people be
ing wck:omed u Jews by the 
Reform. 

Tbe rate of convmions and m'-cd 
marrioses iJ skyrocknina. Cau1louJ 
es:cimates indicate that mort than 
10,000 peopl< a yeat bccom< J .... by 
choict-mot'Cly in ConstfVadvt 1nd 
Reform e<mnonies unr-iled by 
Onhodox-1nd lht inltrmarrloae 
rate is at least one in lhrtt. Wilh 
Jewish men intermarrying twict as 
ohen as Jewbh women, 1he problem 
will only lntemify. 

There WaJ I fecliftl Of diSCOmfOrl 
amona tht four denomln1llonal 
prtskSen1s. Un1il 1he last momen1, 
the attendance or 1hac four at one 
conference on Jewlsh unity wu 
unctrtain. Lamm arrived late and 
was not pracn1 for Schlndler's 
•peech. He apologir.ed, .. ying he hlld 
goucn Lost. Others rtprded his 
absence as "dlplomatlc.'' 

Although each represented a 
movement and oflen spoke as 
chough In 1hc name or the denomin•· 
tion they represcn1cd, each leader 
wu cartful 10 indicait tha1 he spoke 
for himscff alone. 

The s111cmenu they made were 
noc without risk. 

There. were harsh words. Silver· 

Schism? Willi achlsm? asl<ad Conser· 
Y9d"9 Robbi Ge'*>n Collen. chancelor 
of lhO Jewish Th«Jlogjcal Somlnory. 
"Thero has nOY9f' been as mUch unity 
., Jewish history ••. 11 is centeted 
around 1ho race or the State of Israel.•• 

man cridcil..cd l.amm for n04 a.pptar· 
Ina on 1hc same platform. "I am 
troubled that we have 10 speak in a 
series, never a.ppcsrins togethcr. Am 
I not Jewish?" Silvttman asked. 
"Am I traift? That's the way h , ....... 

He was adamant in h1s critique or 
Orthodoxy's scaism~ "RccooS'ruc· 
1ioni.sm t0mcs io positions not 
because or Alabili1y bu1 on princi
ple. (Nr fundamc.ntal devotion to 
equalily requires a commhmau to 
patrilinc:al dcsccnt." Silverman 
called upon Orthodox and Constt· 
va1ive Judaism to consider chanie. 

Sdiladlrr Apolop,.a 
Words or consolalion and th< 

haod or fri<nthhlp -· extended 
from 1he nltema. Schindler was 
1tlf<ri1ical. "In my voltys with Or· 
thodo•y." ht said. "I h•••. in the 
hnt or respon.st 10 wh11 I aw as an 
11t1d, more tha.11 ontt induJaed in 
theaniu orlhcouteast, usina words 
a.nd lnvoktna lmua and biucr 
analoa.iit:s Which I now rqttt.'" 

Some months qo. SdtindlC'r ac
cused Or1hodo• leaders or PflCOOn& 
"«l«tiio, •• the WOtd uK<I by 1he 
Nub: ror the sel«tion pr°"'5 of 
who was 10 live and who was to die 
at the concc:r11ra1ion a .mps. But 
unUk< lh• Orthodox, Schindler sald, 
the Nails never dlstlnauishcd Jew 
from Jew. 

Wl1houc retreating rrom the PoSi· 
lions he advocated, Schindler 
•polo&lttd ror 1he 1onc or sorn• of 
his &tatcments. "I have responded in 
kind co 1hc ual or Onhodoxy's most 
cx1rcmc spoke1pcr1ons, using 1heir 
.teorn as an cxc.use for not lfuly scriv· 
Ina to lessen 1hc pain or others," he 
11id. 

Larnm was equaUy candid and 
critk:aJ or his mo~mmt. "Orlhodox 
Jews hive not alwayt b«:n u forth· 
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SIHI 1~ 
Candle Lighting .. April 18 .. 6:29 p.m. 

. IID<11li'~ffi1@ If® If tl)0~ 
One of the more important issues of the . 

day in the American Jewish community is 
the widening schism among the various · 
branc;hes of Judaism. we hav~· given the 
ongomg story a good bit of coverage, 
beginning last July with a cover story by 
Rabbi Yitz Greenberg on whether or not 
there~ be'oneJewishpeoplein the year 
2000. 

This week we call our readers' attention 
to · a story (see page 40) on a recent con· 
ference sponsored by CLAL (the National 
Jewish Center for Learning and Leader
ship), an organization · headed by Rabbi 
Greenbel'.'g, which brought together some 

.· 

.. of the key leaders of the Orthodox, Con-' 
servative, Reform and Reeonstructionist 
movements in this country in an effort to 
have them engage in dialogue and address 
thorny theological questions that, if left 
unanswered, could result in the irreparable · 
~lit of the Jewish people. . · 
· The format of the conference had the 
leaders of each movement deliver a pre
pared speech, but they never appeared on 

· the dais at the same time and there was 
·no dialogue. StµI, given the climate of 
alienation, it was .an accomplishment just 
to. have them present and offering their 
s~ggestions to promote a renewed sense 
of Jewish unity. · 



!Focus! 
Calling For A 'n-uce 

In The War Of Incivility 
The leaders of the major denominations addressed a two-day con
ference· on the growing schism within Judaism. And though they 

didn't engage in dialogue, it was a start. 
SI'AFF REPORT 

Special To The BALTIMoREJEwrsH TrMES 

RABBI mz GREENBERG: Called 
for a maior expansion of intra. 
Jewish dialogue and more 
tolerance and respect. 

IRA SILVERMAN: No one group 
has "a monopoly on trulh ... 

RABBI ALEXANDER SCHINDLER: 
Defended patrifineal descent but 
apologized tor Ille tone of some 
statements about Ille Orthodox. 

DR. GERSON COHEN: Disagreed 
wilh tile premise of the 
conference. asserting that "!here 
has never been as mucil Jewish 
unity" as now. 

Princeton, N .J . - They 
came together to speak, the 
leaders of the Reform, Con· 
servative, and Reconstruc
tionist movements and the 
president of Yeshiva Univer
sity, and though it was less 
than a dialogue - they gave 
prepared talks and never ap
peared on the dais at the 
same time - it was still a ma
jor advancement in the cause 
of Jewish unity. 

There were harsh words 
and there were words of con
ciliation and in the end, sev· 
eral proposals emerged that 
will now be studied carefully, 
ranging from an Orthodox 
leader's call for a national 
religious court to a Reform 
leader's suggestion that the 
rabbis of each branch ex
change pulpits. 

The occasion was the· first . 
annual critical issues con
ference sponsored by CLAL 
(the National Jewish Center 
for Learning and Leadership), 
an organization headed by 
Rabbi Yitz Greenberg and 
dedicated to Jewish unity 
and leadership education. 
4n R.6.1 TllAnRF' .IS:Wl.SM TllAF'S 

More than 250 of North 
American Jewry's most 
prominent lay,· rabbinic and 
professional leaders were on 
hand for the two-day session 
in an effort to develop prac
tical solutions to the·widen· 
ing gulf separating the dif· 
ferent denominations within 
Judaism. 

Participants were told at 
the outset that the goal was 
not to come up with a pana· 
cea but to "nurture passion
ate advocates for unity" and 
to take a stand against 
polarization. 

Among the proposals was 
Rabbi Norman Lamm's call 
for the creation of a National 
Bet Din, comprised of three 
judges "chosen on the basis 
of scholarship and personal 
halachic observance, not 
institutional affiliation." 

Dr. Lamm, an Orthodox 
leader and president of 
Yeshiva University, was 
aware of the implications of 
his proposal. "Many of my 
Orthodox colleagues will not 
go along because of the im
plied 'recognition' of non· 

Orthodox rabbis," he said. 
"But they have to acknowl
edge the need to alleviate un
told personal suffering by ac
cepting purely halachic 
stands and not being dis
tracted by organizational 
I denominational considera
tions." 

In his presentation, Lamm 
sought to walk a delicate 
balance between the right 
wing Orthodox who would be 
critical of any conciliatory 
moves towards the other 
branches, and the left wing 
and centrist Orthodox who 
would favor dialogue with 
fellow Jews. Said Lamm: 
"We must try our best within 
the limits of our integrity to 
search for Jewish unity. No 
amount of good-will postur· 
ing will resolve the problems 
facing Jews today. Although 
there can be more than one 
response within Jewish law, 
a plur4l1ism which accepts 
everything as legitimate can 
lead to spiritual nihilism. If 
everything is kosher, then 
nothinJt is kosher. 

"Ortliodoxy,!' he contin· 

RABBI NORMAN LAMM: Called 
tor the creation of a National Bet 
Din. 

ued, " is by its very nature 
tied to a transcendent view of 
a Being who is beyond us. 
That vision includes the rev
elation of Torah and halacha 
as a way of life. It therefore 
obligates us, and we are not 
authorized to dispose of it ac
cording to personal taste or 
whim.'' 

He called for a renewed 
spirit of tolerance among all 
denominations, saying that 
the issues of conversion and 
especially Jewish divorce 
pose a grave threat to Jewish 
unity. "If Orthodox and Con· 
servative Jews cannot recog· 
nize a non-halachic conver
sion by a· Reform rabbi, " he 
said, "at least the person in
volved can later undergo a 
conversion according to 
.Orthodox Jewish law. But 
the lack of a Jewish divorce 
(get) would label a sub~ 
quent Jewish remarriage 
adultery, and children of that 
union mamzerim (bastards) 
who are forbidden to marry 
other Jews for generations." 

Lamm suggested reviving 
the concept of a National Bet 



Din, first discussed in the 
1950s to deal with these 
issues of personal status. 

Rabbi Alexander Schind· 
ler, the outspoken president 
of the Reform movement,. 
apologized for the tone of 
some of his harsh statements 
in the past about Orthodoxy 
while maintaining the posi· 
tions he advocated. "I have 
in the heat of response to 
what I saw as an attack more 
than once indulged in the 
anger of the outcast, using 

. words and invoking images 
and bitter analogies, which I 
now regret. I have responded 
in kind to the zeal of Ortho
doxy' s most extreme spokes· · 
persons, using their scor:n as 
an excuse for not truly striv· 
ing to lessen the pain of 
others." 

According to Schindler, the 
greatest danger arising from 
"our wranglings" is not that 
"the Orthodox refuse to 
recognize Reform conver· 
sions, but rather that the 
great mass of unaffiliated 
Jews will be so put off by 
what they see that they will 
say 'a plague on all your 
houses.'·· 

He defended his move· 
ment's recognition of patri· 
lineal descent (adopted by 
Reform groups), noting that. 
it was not really a new con· 
cept. and that biblical lineage 
was male-oriented. "We have 
always invoked the 'God our 
our Fathers.· not of our 
mothers,' ' said Schindler. 
who stressed Reform's view 
that "all changes (in Jewish 
practice) must be born of 
necessity and conviction." 
He said the patrilineal deci· 
sion was a principled asser· 
tion of the equality of men 
and women, and a response 
to the anguish of the children 
who considered themselves 
Jewish but were pushed into 
a no-man's land between 
Jews and Christians. 

Schindler issued a plea for 
mutual ·tolerance and called 
for concrete steps to improve 
relations between the groups, 
including exchange of ideas 
and pulpits, joint studies, and 
a regular nonbinding reli· 
gious forum where policies 
and possible mutual com· 
promises could be explored. 

.He concluded with a re
minder that "words like 
Orthodox, Reform, ·secular 
... are adjectives ... the 
noun is Jew." 

Ira Silverman, the presi
dent of the Reconstructionist 
Rabbinical College, criticized 
Rabbi Lamm for not appear· 
ing on the same platform 
with him. "I am troubled that 
we have to speak in a series, 
never appearing together, " 
he said. "Am I not Jewish? 

1 Am I traife? That's the way 
it feels." . 

Asserting that no one . 
group has a "monopoly on 
the truth," he called for con· 
tinuing pluralism in bridging 
the gap between tradition 
and modernity. For the sake 
of community, he said that he 
and other Reconstructionists 
are prepared to make com
promises to enable tradition· 
alists to live With the situa· 
tion, but said that such com-
'promises must be a two-way 
street. 

He said that Reconstruc· 
tionism's fundamental devo· 
tion to equality requires a 
commitment to patrilineal 
descent and he called u1>9ri 
the Orthodox and Conser-Va· 
tive movements to consider 
change. Criticizing the ine· 
quality of traditional Jewish 
divorce, he said that efforts 
must be made ''to make Jew· 
ish divorce a more.attractive 
and meaningful option." 

Silverman said that "Jews 
today should not adhere to 
the rulings ·of a rabbinical 
elite, but should judge them· 
selves and reconstruct their 
Judaism for themselves." 

Dr. Gerson Cohen, who will 
retire this summer as chan· 
cellor of the Jewish Theolog· 
ical Seminary, the Conserva· 
tive institution, took excep
tion with the underlying 
premise of the conference 
that Jews today were increas· 
ingly divided. He said that ! 
"there has never been as . 
much unity in · Jewish 
history" a·s now, primarily 
because of the state of Israel 
which "has done more to · 
unify Jews than any single 
phenomenon." 

"The present alarm," ac· 
cording to Cohen," grows out 
of the increasing assertive
ness of Reform Judaism and 
the decision of Orthodoxy to 
confront them head on." He 
said that the current crisis of 
family identity and Jewish 
status has come to a head 
now because of the growing 
power of the Orthodox in 
Israel and the U.S. He 
faulted lay leaders who 
secretly feel that the Ortho
dox are "more authentic" and 
therefore lavish support on I 
them. 

Cohen called for collecting 
an extensive data base to 
establish the facts of the 
Jewish condition and on the 
true numbers of Jews of con· 
tested status. He suggested 
the creation of a joint com
mission made up of represen· 
tatives of all branches of 
.ruamsm, mcluding the sec· 
ular, to explore the new facts 
of Jewish life and their impli· 
cations for the tradition. "To 
insure Jewish survival be
yond the year 2000," he said, 
"there must be a renewal of 
commitment to Jewish 
values, not just to the Jewish 
people. 

Elie Wiesel, the noted 
author and Holocaust histor· 
ian, made his keynote ad· 
dress a plea for understand· 
ing and tolerance, urging 
each movement to be critical 
of itself and compassionate 
toward the others. He voiced 

, his concern for growing reli· 
gious divisiveness and fana
ticism, and expressed his fear 
that the Jewish people were 
"entering an era of 
gratuitous hatred.'' 

Through joint scholarship 
and learning, he said, "all 
branches can come together 
and discuss the urgent issues 
of our times." 

The last word in the two
day conference went to Rab-

. bi Yitz Greenberg, who 
organized it and whose ar
. ticles and speeches on the 
tcummt schism were the moti· 
· vating force behind it. Green· 
·berg went beyond the denom· 
inational leaders, calling on. 
the Orthodox to ·be open to 
religious fluralism and ac
cepting o the legitimacy of 
the other branches. He 
charged that the present 
state of intra.Jewish dialogue 
is less developed than the 
Jewish-Christian dialogue of 
50 years ago, noting that the 
Jewi~h community now 
spends $10 million a year on 
Jewish-Christian dialogue, 
but precious little on dialogue 
between Jews. "This shows 
an unhealthy lack of self· 
respect for Jewish priorities," 
he said in calling for major 
expansion of intra-Jewish 
dialogue at the scholarly, rab
binic and lay levels. 

Greenberg called on all 
Jews to ~evelop a "dual loyal· 
ty" - both to his or her own 
denomination arid to the idea 
of Clal Yisrael, the Jewish 
People. "Each denomination 
can be strengthened by the 
Other," he said. "The non-· 
orthodox can leai'n discipline 

• t--u._:. 

and observance from the Or· 
thodox, while the Orthodox 
can learn from the openness 
and commitment of the lib
eral groups, thus malcing 
each group more competent 
to· deal with the vast major· 
ity of unaffiliated American 
Jews. By ignoring and snip· 
ing at each other, no group 
grows." 

Rabbi Joel Zaiman of 
Chizuk Amuno Congreg. 
was the only Baltimore 
bi at the conference ant 
told the BALTIMORE J E\\ 
TIMES that he found it an . 
po~t attempt to deal wi 
a very serious problem. Bi 
in noting that the vast majo. 
ity of the participants wer. 
communal rather than reU. 
gious leaders, he said that 
"we're dealing with two dif· 
ferent group~ here - the rah· 
bis and religious leaders, and 
the· Ieadt:rs uf the Am~-ic~ 
Jewish community whose 
power base is UJA and Feder· 
ation and who are not known 
for their involvement with 
theological issues. And I 

·don't know how one group 
can have an effect on the 
other." 

There were others, too, who 
were skeptical about the 
practical results of such a ma· 
jor undertaking, but Yitz 
Greenberg says he was 
pleased with the results to 
date. He said that some of 
the key suggestions and pro
posals will be studied closely, 
including the concept of a Na· 
tional Bet Din and the call fot 
informal forums amon@ 
leaders of the different 
denominations. He believes 
that the modem or centrist 
Orthodox movement is a key 
bridge in this effort and he 
feels there have been "signifi· 
cant reverberations" within 
that community of a positive 
nature. 

Greenberg said that his 
organization is co.mmitted to 
continuing its efforts to 
achieve unity within Jewish 
life, but he would welcome 
the involvement of other 
Jewish organizations as well 
in the dialogue . . 

Dialogue, he noted, is ·not 
negotiation. It is not seekin~ 
to swap patrilineal descent 
for accepting Reform conver· 
sions, or women rabbis for E 
commmµty Bet Din. It is. 
rather, the concept of Jews of 
different beliefs listening tc 
one another and developing 
techniqaes to help heal ·the 
sickness that is threatening 
the Jewish community. 
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1. The ''era of 
gratuitous hatred" 
among Judaism's 
denomiLEa tr.i otis is 
caused by t::Me: 

c::::> A. 
c::::> B . 
c::::> c . 

D. 

Re .form 
Conservative 
Orthodox 
AI o the 
above 

Jewish leaders hold a . .· surnniit 1neeting 
and offer specific . ~.-· · .)·uggestions for 
bridging the · ~Jiclen.ing .''!!!(( '."u•:· r. .. 
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Reform, Conservative ana 

More than 250 of North American Jewry's 
most prominen.L lay, rabbinic and professional 
leaders met in Princeton, N. J., recenrly ro 
iron our rhe problems among Jews of different 
denominations. The unusual meeting an.ti frank 
pronouncements that follow represent an effort 
to develop practical solutions zo narrow the 
widening gulf among Jews. Elie \Viesel 
delivered the keynote address ar the two-day 
conference! which was sponsored by Cl.AL 
(The Nanonal Center for Learning and 
Leadership), and said that the Jewish people 
were "enrering an era of gratuitous harred." 
Wiesel made a plea for wui.erstanding and 
wlerance. The remarks of other important 
Jewish leaders follow. 

Rabbi Gerson D. Cohen 
The former chanceUor of the Jewish Theological 

Seminary of America, and a leader of the Conservative 
movement. ~ued that the Jewish people has achieved 
unpreced~ted unity in this c.enrury. He said that I.he 
current crisis of family identiry and Jewish status has 
come to a head now because of the growing power of 
the Orthodox in Israel and in the U.S. He faulted lay 
leaden who seaetly feel that the Orthodox are "more 
authentic" and therefore lavish suppon on them. "Tiie 
present alarm over personal status." he said. "is a 
byproduct of Refonn assertiveness and the decision of 
the Orthodox to confront them.• 

Cohen called for collecting an extensive data base to 
establish the facts of the Jewish condition and on the 
true numbers of Jews of contested status. He suggested 
the creation of a joint commission made up of 
representatives of all branches of Judaism, including the 
secular, to explore the new facts of Jewish life and their 
implications for the tradition. "To insure Jewish 
survival beyond the year 2000, • Dr. Cohen said, "there 
must be a renewal of commitment to Jewish values, 
not just to the Jewish people.• 

Rabbi Norman Lamm 

"If everything zs 
kosher, then no
thing is kosher." 

Rabbi Gerson D. Cohen 

"To ensure Jew
ish survivial be
yond the year 
2000, there must 
be a renewal of 
commitment to 
J ewislz values, 
not just to. the 
Jewish people." 

Rabbi Norman Lamm 
The President of Yeshiva Universi1y, who spolce 

from his Orthodox pespective, said. "We must t.ry our 
best within the limits of our integrity to search for 
Jewish unity," he said. "No amount of goodwill 
posturing will resolve the problems facing Jews !Oday. 
Ahhough there can be more th:in one response within 
Jewish law, a pluralism which accepts everything as 
legitimate can lead to spiritual nihilism, said Lamm. If 
everything is kosher, then nothing is kosher." 

"Orthodoxy," he continued. "is by its very narure 
tied to a uanscendent view of a Being who is beyond 
us. That vision includes the revelation of Torah and 
hal:icha (Jewish law) as a way of life. ll 1herefore 
obliga1es us, and we are not au1horizc?d to dispose of ii 
according to personal us1e or whim." 

He called for a renewed spiri1 of tolerance among all 
denominations, saying that the issues of conversion and 
Jewish divorce. especially the latter, pose a grave threat 
to Jewish unity. "If Orthodox and Conserv:uive Jews 
cannot recognize a non-halachic conversion by a 
Refonn rabb i," he said, "at least the person involved 
can later undergo a convession according to Orthodox 
Jewish law. But the laclt of Jewish divorce (get) would 
label a subsequent Jewish remarriage adultery, and 
children of that union mamzerim (bastards} who are 
forbidden to marry other Jews for generations. 

He called for reviving the National Bet Din 
(religious coun} first discussed in the 1950s to deal 
with these issues of personal starus. Judge.s would be 

. elected only on the basis of scholarship and personal 
observance of Jewish law. Thus, at le;ist a partiaj 
sol.ution of the problem would be achieved. 



Orthodox: Are They One! 
Rabbi Alexander Schindler 

The president of lhe Union of American Hebrew 
CCJOgreg:itions, the synJgogue organiz:ition of Reform 
J.u:daism, said, ·our disagreements have not 1r11ly 
iruflamed the passions of out people. 

"The grur.est danger arising from out wr.inglings," 
saiid Schindler, "is not that the Orthodox refuse to 
rescognite Refonn conversions, but rather that the great 
rrua.ss of unaffiliated Jews will be so put off by what 
tlrcy sec that they will say 'a plague on all your 
howses.• 

He said that the issue of pauilineal descent (adopted 
by Reform groups) was not really a new concept. and 
tllaa biblical lineage was male-<iricnted. ·we have 
alllil'ays invoiced the 'Ood of our Fathers,' not of our 
mothers; said Schindler. Schindler stressed Reform's 
vii!:w that •All changes [in Jcwjsh practice] must be 
born of necessity and conviction." The paailinul 
decision was a principled assertion of the equality of 
me11 and women and a response to the anguish of lhe 
cli'mldren who considered themselves Jewish but were 
wuOied into a no-man's land between Jews and 
<!llristians. . 

, Schindler issued ;i plu f0r mutual iolerance in 
reccognilion of the fact that many ditreiences between 
On!lodox and liberal Jews arc unlilccly IO be n:solved. 
In what panicipants described as one of the most 
lt!O'Ving moments of lhe confettncc, Rabbi Schindler 
expressed his regret at some of the polemical language 
whiich he and others had used. But he communicated the 
iµim of being the object of denial ind the concern at 
dlelegitimalion out of which Refonn Jews spoke. 

Rabbi Schindler called for.concrete steps to improve 
rel:Wons between the groups, including exchange of 
ide:as and pulpits, joint studies and a regul:ir nonbinding 
rel igious forum where policies and possible mutual 
COl!llpromises could be explored. Schindler concluded 
widl a reminder that "Words like Orthodox, Reform. 
~ecuilar ... arc adjectives ... thc noun is Jew." He reminded 
the. audience that the Shoah constitutes · a lasting, 
impelling mandate for unity ... Even :is we were brothers 
and sisters in death, so must we ever rl!main brothers 
:ind sisters in life.'' 
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Rabbi Alexander Schindler 

'The greatest dan
ger arising from 
our wranglings .. . 
(is) that the great 
TJ'lllSS of unaffilia-, 
ted Jews will be 
so put off by 
what ihey see 
that they will say 
'a plague on all 

h I II your ouses . 

Rabbi Yitz Greenberg 

"By ignoring and 
sniping each oth
er, no group 
grows. II 

Rabbi Irving Greenberg 
In surruning up lhe two days of conference, speeches 

and workshops, Rabbi Irving (Yitt) Greenberg, 
president of CLAL, charged that the present state of 
intra-Jewish dialogue is less developed than the Jcwisl>
Chrislian dialogue of 50 years ago. He noted that the 
Jewisll community now spends SIO million a year on 
Jewisll-Christian dialogue, but not a significant fraction 
of that amount on dialogue among themselves. "This 
shows an unhealthy lack of self-respect for Jewish 
priorities,'' he said. 

Greenberg urged that every Jew develop a "dual 
loyalty" - both to his or her own denomination and to 
the idea of clal Yisrael. "The dues we p3y for such dual 
loyalty is a willingness to confront one's own group for 
the sake of the greater Jewish community, ind to find 
unifying rather than separatist solutions." 

"Each denomination can be strengthened by the 
Olher, • Greenberg said. "The non-Orthodox can learn 
discipline and observance from the Onhodox, while the 
Orthodox can learn from the openness and commitment 
of the liberal groups. thus. making each group more 
competent to deal with the v~1 majority of unaffiliated 
American Jews. By ignoring ind sniping at each other, 
no group grows: 

Oreaiberg called for major expansion of intra-Jewish 
di~uc at the advanced scholarly level, at the rabbinic 
and at the lay level: • Almmt all of lhe outstanding 
divisive issues could be solved or at least reduced by 
pol icies and halachic approaches already in existence, he 
said. "But first the commitment IO each other must be 
screngthened mough to carry the burden of such an 
effort to a successful conclus.ioo. • · 
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19 Nisan 5746 
April 28, 1986 

Dear Friend, 

I am very pleased to be able to enclose some materials from 
our recent Critical Issues Conference. You will see from the 
newspaper stories as well as from the other materials, that 
this conference was the success that it needed to be. We are 
at the beginning of an important healing and unifying 
process. 

Also enclosed is a form so that you may order audio and 
visual materials from the conference for your review, and 
for dissemination in your own community and among your 
friends and peers. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us. 

Sincerely, 

8.::r 
Executive Vice President 

421 Sevemh Avenue• New York, New York 10001 • (212) 714-9500 
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POLICY SUGGESTIONS OFFERED BY LEADERS OF THE FOUR MOVEMENTS 

RABBI G~RSON COHEN 

Joint and longstanding committee to study problems, data, 
possibilities of amelioration, and to set .goals. Joint, permanent 
commission to collect data on the actual Jewis.h condition, study 
relationships and family law, and explore possibilities of 
resolving problems. 

IRA SILVERMAN 

Establish joint committee for standards of marriage and divorce. 

RABBI ALEXANDER SCHINDLER 

Establish an informal forum to explore issues and air differences 
before they reach "flash point": joint study by seminary 
faculties: assessment of textbooks to ensure that presentations of 
other movements are not· stereotypical' or prejudicial; exchange of 
pulpits: dialogue among lay leadership and especially youth. 

RABBI NORMAN LAMM 

Establish a national Bet Din to deal with Jewish divorce issues. 
Religious leaders ought to con·sult together ·behind closed doors. 



1. Private meeting amqng leadership--behind closed doors, 
allowing for candid expression· of views. 

2. Strengthen moderate groups _ wit~in each movement that seek . to 
work cooperatively and connect them to each other. 

3. Work on settling problems locally on basis of existing 
relationships of mutual trust and cooperation. 

4. Specific national task forces to explore resolution of 
conflict issues, involving scholars from all the movements, 
seeking ad .hoc, l .imited .solutions, not permanent global one. 

5. Establ.ish local chapters of CHEVRA (CLAL ' s dialogue-study 
groups between the rabbis of the denominations) • 

6. Arrange me~tings between Men's Clubs or Sisterhoods of · 
synagogues of different denomii:iation.s. 

. . 
7. Joint weekend retreats between synagogues of various 

denominations with ioca:). rabbis as scholar . re.squrces. 

8. Arrange a meeting of synagogue .boards of the community· on 
issues of shar~d non-cont~oversial interest. 

9. Arrange coinbined youth programs of various synagogues and 
movements--locally and nationally. 

10. Arrange a youth choir made up 6£ tl;le children of v~.r.ious Hebrew 
and Day schools to perform together. 

11. Sponsor public Syrr\P9$ia between panels Of iocal or national .· 
rabbis to dramatfze the will to unity and dialogue. 

12 .• Develop a team of ~acilit?-tors t6 meet both sides of any 
denominational dispute to foster open and respectful listening 
and responding. · 

13. Develop a train.l,ng program for con:ununity :ieaders, both lay and 
professional, deaiing with issues of . poiarizatiop and qlai 
Yl.srael. 

14. Federations should review allocations and encourage all 
recipients of community funds to promote clal Yisrael, and to 
refrain from any public attacks. 

15. Form a "Commupity Lay Board for Jewish Unity" to monitor public 
attacks by community rabbis or lay ieader.s on other ' movements 
or their representatives, and to respond publicly to the 
invective between movements, supporting dialogue, rapprochement 
and respectful disagreement . 

16. Receive pledges that major leaders a11d community rabbis will 
never use the press {Jewish or otherwise) or other public 
forums for attack. 
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SUGGESTED PRINCIPLES OF DIALOGUE 

IRVING GREENBERG 

1. Jews must work at dialogue with fellow Jews at least as 
seriously as the dialogue between Jews and Christians . 

2. Make a conscious effort to establish friendships, 
relationships, and alliances, across all lines. 

3. One should criticize one's own group, not the other. Let 
members of each group criticize their own. Sµch criticism will 
have much more impact ·and lead to improvements. 

4. One should justi~y and try to learn from the other, rather than 
focus on what is wrong or ridiculous . 

5. Learn to discern the various positions and differences within 
each group. Avoid generalizing stereotypes of the other. 

6. The test of a true clal Yisrael orientation is a willingness to 
pay a price for the position: calling on the other to make all 
the changes or sacrifices for the sake of unity is a misuse of 
the principle. 

7. Philanthropists should review their giving, and emphasize to 
recipients their concern that they respect clal Yisrael and do 
not attack or delegitimize others. 

IF YOU ARE PREPARED TO START DIALOGUE OR OTHER PROCESS IN YOUR 
COMMUNITY, CLAL STANDS READY TO WORK WITH YOU AND TO GUIDE YOU. 

CLAL - The National Jewish Center for Learning and Leadership 
March, 1986 

421 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. IOOOI 
(212) 714-9500 
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OPENING REMARKS 

KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY ELIE \MESEL 
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Herschel Blumberg .. Chairman. CLAL 

Introduction by Dan Shapiro 
·President. Federation of 
Jewish Philanthropies of New York 

"AN AGENDA FOR Cl.AL YISRAEL" 

3:00 .. 4:00 
Auditorium A 

4:00 - 4:10 

4:15 - . 5:15 
Auditorium A 

5:15 - 5:45 

6:00 - 7:30 
Banquet Rooms 

RABBI GERSON D .. COHEN ·· 

MESSAGE FROM THE HONORABLE CHAIM HERZOG 
PRESIDENT OF ISRAEL 

MR. IRA S!LVERMAN 

BREAK - MINO-iA AND MMRIV 

DINNER 

7:30 - 8:30 RABBI ALEXANDER SCHINDLER 
Auditorium A 

8:30 - 8:40 MESSAGE FROM THE HONORABLE ·SHIMON PERES, 
PRIME MINISTER OF ISRAEL 

8:45 - 9:45 RABBI NORMAN LAMM 
Auditorium A 

9:45 -10:45 RECEPTION HOSTED BY THE'UNITED FEDERATION OF 
Banquet Rooms METROWEST. (NEW JERSEY) 

MONDAY, MARCH 17 . 

7:00- 8:00 

8:00- 9:10· 
Banquet Rooms 

9:15 - 11:15 
By Assignment 

11:30- 1:30 
Banquet Rooms 

1:30- 3:30 
By Assignment 

3:45- 4:45 
Auditorium A 

4:45 - 5:00 
Auditorium A 

SHACHARIT SERVICES 
Conservative (Auditorium A) · 
Orthodox (Aud~orium B} 

BREAKFAST AND INTRODUCTION TO WO~OP I 

-WORKSHOP I - .STEREOnfES. REALITY AND VISIONS · 

LUNCH AND ADDRESS BY CHARL_ES SILBERMAN 
"THE COMMUNITY - HOW DOES IT SHAPE UP?" 
"THE ISSUES - HOW DO WE. RESPOND?" 

WORKSHOP II - . PROPOW..S. POLICIES AND PRCX:ESS 

RABBI liMNG GREENBERG . 
. "WHAT UNITES US - VVHAT DMDES US" · 

CLOSING REMARKS 

lntroduaion by Stephen Peck 
Chairman. Executive Committee. JTS 

Delivered by Sanford Solender 
Executive Consultant. N.Y. UJA/Federation 
Member. CLAL Board of Direaors 

Introduction by Aaron Ziegelman. 
Vice Chairman. RRC Board of Governors 
Vice Chairman. CLAL 

Traditional (Auqitorium BJ 
Egalitarian' (Auditorium Al 

Introduction by Melvin Merians. 
Vice Chairman. Board of Trustees. UAHC 

... Delivered by Lester Pollack 
Chair. JWB Jewish Education/JCC Committee 
Member. CLAL Exec;utive Committee 

Introduction by Herbert Tenzer. 
Chairman. Board of Trustees. Y.U. 

Reconstructionist (H-5) 
Reform (Black Swan) 

Klara Silverstein. Conference Co-Chair 

Introduction by Frank Kreutzer. President. · USA 

1ritrod~ion by ~obett.Loup, · 
Chairman, Board of Trustees, WA 
Vice Chairman, Cl.Al 

Sol Kimerling. Chairman 
Critical Issues Conference 
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CRITICAL ISSUES CONF~R~NCE 

·OPENING REMARKS 

HERSCHEL BL~MBERG, CHAIRMAN 

CLAL - THE NATIONAL JEWISH CENTER FOR LEARNING AND LEADERSHIP 

Goon AFTERNOON: . RABB is . ., HONORED GuEsTs., LADIES AND GENTLEMEN. 
. . . ' 

ON BEHALF O~ CLA~ AND. OUR CO-HOSTS., THE FEDERATION -OF 

JEWISH PHILANTHROPIES OF NEw ·YORK AND THE UNITED Jew1sH FEDERATION 

OF METRO-WEST (N.~.)., IT IS HY DISTINCT PLEASURE TO WELCOME YOU 

TO THIS CONFERENCE. 

WE ARE NOT O~LY P~ASED YOU HAV~ JOINED US., BUT WE ARE 

MOST SINCERELY DEEPLY HONORED, 

YOUR PARTICIPATiON IN ·THIS CONFERENCE ADDS IMMEASURABLE 

STRENGTH TO OUR CONVICTION THAT THE 11ME ,s R"IGHT FOR US TO COME 

TOGETHER. 
. . 

OBVIOUSLY., YOU HAVE TRAVELLED ·ro THIS SITE BECAUSE OF THE 

CRITICAL I S·SUE WHICH IS BEFORE US., AND BECAUSE· OF YOUR DES I RE JO HEAR 

THE DISTINGUISHED RABBIS AND SCKOLARS WHO HAVE GRACIOUSLY. ACCEPTED 
.. 

OUR INVITATION TO SPEAK TO US, 

WE EAGERLY ANTICIPATE HEARING THEM AND SPENDING TODAY AND 

TOMORROW WITH YOU, 

· · ALL OF YOU.,- AS LEADERS OF ORGAN-lZATIONS., HAVE BEEN INVOLVED 

WITH OTHER CONFERENCE PREPARATIONS AND CONSEQUENTLY WILL APPRECIATE 

.MY EXPRESSION OF SINCERE THANKS TO SOL KIMERLING AND HIS COMMITTEE 
. ~ . . 

AND THE ·VERY CAPABLE STAFF OF CLAL . FOR THEIR METICULOUS .PLANNING. 

MOST ESPECIALLY., SOL HAS BEEN CONCERNED THAT ALL VIEWPOINTS BE 

HEARD AND THAT EVERYONE HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE. 



THIS WILL HELP EXPLAIN THE AGENDA AND SCHEDULE OF EVENTS, 

.SOL'S VISION HELPED CREATE THIS CONFERENCE, HE AND HIS 

CO-CHAIRS DESERVE TO BE RECOGNIZED. 

WILL YOU .PLEASE STAND, SOL, 

JIM FING~ROTH 
KLARA SILVERSTEIN . . . 
DR. SAUL SINGER 

. STEPHEN WALD 
LEON WEINER 
RONALD WORN l,CK 

THE COMMITTEE ~AS BEEN EXTREMELY CONSCIENTIOUS IN MAKING 

EVERY EFFORT TO SATISFY WHAT we· KNOW ARE YOUR HIGH STANDARDS OF 

PROGRAMMING, SCHEDULING AND ACCOMMODATIONS, 

WE ARE GRATEFUL TO METRO-WEST FOR PROVIDING THE VOLUNTEERS, 
. . 

WHO HAVE ALREADY BEEN .SO HELPFUL, AND FOR SPONSORING TONIGHT'S RECEPTION, 

CLAL rs PROUD TO BE co-HOST WITH . New YoRK FEDERATION AND THE. 
. . 
~ETRO-WEST FEDERATION AND WE ARE ESPECIALLY GRATEFUL TO THEIR· 

PRESf DENTS ... AND T.OP PROFESSiONALS~· DAN SHAPIRO AND WILLIAM .KAHN. Of 

New YORK, AND JIMMY SCHWARZ AND ·HAROLD CHARISH OF METRO-WEST. 

We · A·RE GRATEFUL FOR YOUR READY AGREEMENT TO JOIN WITH !JS AND 

WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR PRESENCE AND HOSPITALITY; 

IF ONE . I.S KNOWN BY THE. COMPANY ONE KEEPS,· CLAL' S REPUTATi ON 
. . 

IS GREATLY ENHANCED BY THIS FELICITIOUS ASSOCIATION, 

·LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: . 

As YOU SEE FROM TH.E AGENDA IN YOUR KITS, THIS AFTERNOON AND 

THIS EVENING WE SHALL BE PRIVILEGED TO HEAR FROM FIVE OF JUDAISM'S 

MOST DISTINGUISHED LEADERS AND SPOKESMEN, 

As TEACHERS, SCHOLARS·, RABBiS, ADMINISTRATORS, THEY HAVE 

MADE OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO JUDAISM, TO THEIR RESPECTIVE 

ORGANIZATIONS, AND TO THEIR FIELDS OF SCHOLARSHIP •. 

_') ·- . 



TOMORROW,AT MORNING AND AFTERNOON WORKSHOPS, "WE SHALL 

HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS OUR VIEWS OF THE ISSUES WHICH BRING 

US HERE AND DISCUSS THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE PRESENTATIONS MADE 

TODAY. 

Ar LUNCH TOMORROW, OUR SCHOLAR IN RESIPENCE - WELL KNOWN 

SCHOLAR AND. AUTHOR, CHARLES SILVERMAN, WILL PRESENT HIS ANALYSIS OF 
. . . 

STATE OF THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMUNITY AND WHAT THIS IMPLIES ON 
. . . 

THE QUESTIONS . "BEFORE" US, AND YI TZ GREENBERG WI LL CONCLUDE THE DAY 

WITH A CHARGE CONTAINING SUGGESTIONS FOR BEHAVl~R AND GUIDELINES FOR 

POLICIES, 

FOLLOWING THE PRESENTATION OF EACH SPEAKER, IF TIME PERMITS, 

THERE WILL BE A QUESTION PERIOD, 

PLEASE, WRITE YOUR QUESTIONS ON THE PAPER PROVIDED AND PASS 

THEM TO AN .USHER AS EACH SPEAKER FINISHES. 

You WILL UNDERSTAND, I'M SURE, IF WE INSIST UPON ABIDING BY THE 

TIME SCHEDULE, 

WE WANT TO GIVE EACH PRESENTER AN EQUAL AMOUNT OF TIME. 

.. 

IN THE INTEREST OF TIME, WHICH MEANS WE WANT MORE TIME FOR 

TACHLIS, WE SHALL NOT MAKE THE USUAL INTRODUCTIONS OF THE DISTlNGUISHED 

INTRODUCERS. THEY UNDERSTAND; WE HO~E YOU DO, TOO, 

IN YOUR KITS YOU WILL FIND BACKGROUND PAPERS WHICH WE HOPE 

YOU WILL FIND USEFUL AND I BELIEVE YOU WILL FIND CHALLENGING. 

WE SHALL BE DISCUSSING COMPLEX AND DIFFICULT ISSUES FOR 

WHICH WE DARE EVENTUALLY TO SEEK SOLUTIONS. 

-3-
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·. . :. 

. . . · . . .... .. 

OUR CREATIVl.TY 1 PATIENCE AND PERSISTENCE WILL SURELY 
• - . . ·· ~ . . . . . ! . : . ., . ; . . • . ··' ~. • . • . . • . . 

BE TESTED. · 

OvR COMING HERE 1s AN ACT OF FIDELiTY ro OUR GoD, ouR PEOPLE . ' . . ·. . . . 
.· . . . 

AND OUR CHOSEN DESTINY. 

WE SHALL LEAVE HERE MONDAY HOPEFULLY WITH A FULLER UNDERSTANDING . . ,. . . . . 

NEED TO FIND MUTUALLY ACCEPTABLE SOLUTIONS. . ' . . .· . . . 

THIS CONFERENCE IS BOTH A CULMINAT.ION AND A BEGINNING. 

Fo~ , MORE . THAN . B YEA.RS., ·.PR 1NC1. PA~L v THROUGH THE DY NAM 1 c 
. . 

·. . ~ 

PERSONALITY OF RABBI · IRVING GREENBERG - YITZ, . TO MOST OF . US., CLAL's 
. ; . .. . • ::'' . 

PRIMARY. WORK HAS BEEN TO PRESENT JEWISH LEARNING, · ~OTH Cl;ASSICAL AND 

MODERN, IN ORDER TO ENRICH THE PERSONAL. LIVES OF .COMMUNAL LEADERSHIP., . . . . .. . . . .. ~ . 

TO BUILD UNITY AND TO GUIDE POLICY. 

CLAL AND IT.S FACULTY HAVE PLAYED .A MAJOR .ROLE IN DIRECTING 
~ . . . . - . : ,• . . . ; . . 

-FEDERATIONS AND NATIONAL JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS TOWARDS BECOMING . · : . ' . . . 

VEHICLES OF JEWISH LEARNING. 
.. . . 

THE TREASURES OF JEWISH HISTORY AND TEXT HAVE .BECOME BETTER 
: . . . . . 

KNOWN TO A LARGE NUMBER OF OUR. PRESENT AND FUTURE LEADERS THROUGH 

CLASSES., SHABBATON., LECTURES AND RETREATS. . .. . . 

WHILE THERE A.RE OVER 600 LAY LEADERS PARTICIPATING . IN CLAL' s . . . 

CLASSES IN six· OF OUR MAJOR ,.CITIES ., WE ALSO. HAVE ON-GOING LEARNING . . ~ . . . 

PROGRAMS IN OVER 40 CITIES ACROSS THE COUNTRY. 

THE LESSONS OF THE HOLOCAUST., THE POTENTIAL GENERATED BY THE 

REBIRTH OF· ISRAEL., THE NEED. FOR POLITICAL ACTION FOR ISRAEL, AND THE 

ETHICS OF JEWISH POWER HAVE. BEEN PRINCIPAL ELEMENTS OF CLAL'$ . . . .. ·' .. 

CIRRICULA . ·· .. 

-4-



AnDITfONALLY., FOR THE PAST FIVE YEARS YITZ GREENBERG AND CLAL 

HAVE BEEN LAYING THE GROUNDWORK IN PREPARATION FOR THIS MEETING. 

FOR EXAMPLE : . 

CHEVRA1 GROUPS OF RABBIS FROM ALL DENOMI NATIONS., BEGAN 

MEETING AND STUDYING TOGETHER IN OUR LARGEST CITIES 5 YEARS AGO • . 

TODAY THEY MEET IN New Y-ORK., Los ANGELES., CHICAGO., PHI~DELPHIA., 

D. c.., BOSTON., SAN FRANCISCO AND. DALLAS; 

TKl·S YEAR WE WILL HOLD OUR FOURTH ANNUAL NATIONAL CHEVRA 

CONFERENCE., AT WHl-CH WE EXPECT AN ATTEND~CE .OF 150 RABBIS , 

FOUR INTE~NS~· _" ONE FROM EACH OF THE SEMINARI.ES., HAVE BEEN 

STUDYING AND WORKING WITH OUR STAFF AND PARTICIPATING IN OUR 

TEACHING PROGRAMS, 

STUDENTS OF °THE SEMl:NARl.ES MEET SEVERAL Tl.MES' EACH YEAR . 

WITH YITZ AND. STAFF, 

AND 'IN JANUARY CLAL Is FIRST SYMPOSiUM FOR UNITY WAS HE~ l'N 

WASH I NG TON.,. DI c. I AT AN ORTHODOX SYNAGOGUE AT WHICH MAJOR RABB i NI CAL 

LEADERS .OF THE FOUR DENOMlNATIONS SPOKE, 

ALL OF THJ.S HAS· BEEN IN PREPARATION FOR CONFRONTING THE 

GROWING RELIGIOUS POLARIZATION WHI.CH . ·IS V'IEWED AS. A THREAT CAPABLE 

OF CREA.t!NG A FUNDAMENTAL scHI.SM IN THE AMERICAN/JEwt'sH COMMUNITY. 

·THE DIALOGUE WHICH HAS TAKEN PLAC~ IN CLAL's PROGRAMS HAS 

CONVINCED US THAT. THE TIME HAS COME FOR LAY AND RABBINICAL LEADERS 

· TO MEET TOGETHER , 

THUS., THIS .CONFERENCE, 

THE ISSUE BEFORE THIS CONFERENCE IS: 

CAN WE 1 IN OUR PERSONAL AND DENOMINATIONAL DUAL QUEST FOR 

UNDERSTANDING THE FULLNESS OF Goo .AN.D FOR SERVl~G THE LORD IN TRUTH., 

DO SO IN HARMONY WITH EACH OTHER? 

-E\-
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS CONFERENCE I~ TQ INFORM IMPORTANT, 
• • • • • .. ..... . : .: • . ; :-J 

· LEADERSH1P THROUGH TODAY'S. LEARNED SPEAKERS 1.AS WELL AS THROUGk THE 
. . . . . . . . ... 

. . 
PAPERS PRESENTED1 OF THE INTRI CACIES AND COMPLEXITIES OF THE ISSUES . . 

CREATEO· BY THE DlfFER~NCES AMONG US AND TO GIVE EACH OF US AN 

:: o'PPORTU'N'ITY-·ro EXCHA~G·E . DIF-~ERI ·~·G Vi'EWPOINTS AND UNDERSTANDINGS, . . . . 

·: .. · IN .THE HO_f>E THAT ·(!) ~HOSE DIFFERENCE.S WI .LL NOT BE PERMI:TTED rq . 
. . ' . . . . . 

CREATE .FURTHER · REtIG~OUS POLARiZATION, AND (2) THE UNDFRSTANDfNG 

R~SULTING WILL . BE A c~iALYST FOR UNiTY, 
· •, l I 

. SI.MPLY STATED~ . WE HOPE 'TO STIMULATE THE WILL TO COME CLOSER 

TOGETHER~ TO STIFFEN .RESISTANCE' TO NEW POLICIES AND PRACTICES THAT 
. ' ' •, 'I 

·TEND TO SEPARATE ·US1 AND .TO DEMONSTRATE THE WORKING OF -A· MODEL FOR . 
' 

FUTUR~ DIALbGUES~ 
.. . :. 

IF OUR PRAYERS . WI LL BE ANSW.ERED~ WHEN WE LEAVE HERE WE WI LL 

UNDERSTAND EACH Otti£R .BETTER1 AND THEREBY PERHAPS REMOVE · SOME OF THE 

TEN~IONS-- EX)STING ~MdN~ US, 

Jt IS. ESSENTIAL WE SEEK :COMMON GROUND AND LEARN TO COMMUNICATE 

·WITH EAC~ O~HE~ AT ALL LEVELS A~D ACROSS ALL LINES, 
. . . 

To .SOME EXT~NT WE ALREADY SHARE COMMON G~OUND,FOR OUR .BACK-

GROUNps" ARE PROBABLY. SIMILAR IN SEVERAL RE.SPECTS. 

· I'M. A GRANDSON OF IMMIGRANTS WHO ARRIVED ON TWO SEPARATE WAVES 

OF IMMIGRATION FROM POLAND :AND RUSSIA AROUND 1900. 

ONE TRADED VI .LLAGE LiFE FOR EAST BALTIMORE; THE OTHER WARSAW 

. FOR HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND. 

· THEIR RELIGIOUS LIVES CHANGED DRAMATICALLY, BUT THEY WERE 

ORTHODOX, -THEY KEPT KOSHE~ - EVEN IN HAV~E DE GRACE, AND ALL 14 
CHILDREN MARRIED JEWS. 

-~-



WHEN WE MOVED TO WASHINGTON, D. (,, WE SOUGHT A SHUL CLOSE 

TO· HOME AND CLOSE TO THE ONE WE KNEW IN BALTIMORE, 

THERE WAS VERY LITTLE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TRADITIONAL 

CONSERVATIVE SYNAGOGUE WE JOINED AND THE ONE WE LEFT, 

AND, AGAIN, MOST OF OUR FRIENDS AND ASSOCIATES BELONGED TO 

OUR SHUL. 

MY ZAIDAS AND BUBAHS WOULD HAVE BEEN PROUD THAT I BECAME 

PRESIDENT AND SPENT ALMOST AS MUCH TIME IN SHUL AS THEY USED TO 

EVERY DAY, 

THEN I BECAME PART OF UJA, AN ACTION TAKEN IN PART BECAUSE OF THE 

LESSONS l LEARNED FROM MY RABBIS AND TEACHERS. 

Ar UJA I FOUND A WORLD MUCH DIFFERENT FROM SHUL LIFE, 

UJA~s LEADERSHIP CONSISTS OF MEN AND WOMEN FROM ALL ORDERS 

OF JEWISH L.IFE AND FROM ALL .DENOMINATIONS AND .SORTS OF RELIGIOUS 

BACKGROUNDS~ THEIR DEDICATION TO ISRAEL AND TO JEWS EVERYWHERE IS 

WELL KNOWN AND THEIR MOTIVATIONS ARE AS PURE AND UNSELFISH AS. ANY 

I'VE SEEN. 

IlRJ.VEN BY LOVE, PRIDE AND COMPASSION, THEY COURAGEOUSLY 

SACRIFICE THEIR TIME, ENERGY AND WEALTH TO HELP ASSURE THE SURVIVAL 

OF OUR PEOPLE AND THE FLOURISHING OF ISRAEL. 

WHAT IS STRIKING .TO ME IS THAT ALTHOUGH THEY COME FROM ALL 

DENOMINATIONS, THERE IS UNDERSTANDING AND UNQUESTIONED ACCEPTANCE OF 

EACH OTHER, 

THAT DOES NOT MEAN WE AGREE ON ALL RELIGIOUS. ISSUES OR PRACTICESi 

WE .DO NOT. 

Bur WE RESPECT EACH OTHER. 

-7-
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· · INDEED,, THERE IS LOVE GIVEN AND LOVE RETURNED, 

. I TRULY FEEL THAT AT UJA I EXPER.IENCE ·THE MEANING OF CLAL YISRAEL. 

· IT IS NOT SURPRISING THAT AN .IDENTICAL FEELING ·IS FOUND ON 
. . . . 

CLAL' s BOARD I . 

CLAL 1s Do.ING 1N R~L.16i.ous AREAs wHAT UJA HAs DONE 1N 

FUND RAISING, 

.THAT' s WHY - IN PART - . IM ACTl.VE IN CLAL AND AM EXHlLIRATED BY. 

THIS CONFERENCE, 
' 

.. THE PRECEDING. GENE.RATION COULD NOT HAVE MET .AT THIS CONFERENCE; 
. . . 

·1 T WOULD HAVE BEEN TOO SOON, 
.. ·. . ... . . . . . 

· · IF TRENDS CON·T.INUE · AND ' UNHAPPY PROJECTIONS MATERIALIZE,, IT WILL 

BE TOO · LATE FOR THE NEXT GENERATION·, 
! • . . . 

. Mv FRI ENDs,," AT THi·s CR1"ricAL: issues . CoNFERENcE wE ARE AT rHE 

B~~INNING OF POSSIBILITl~S. 
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... . . . 

WHILE .BEGINNI·NGS ARE DIFFICULT AND ARE THE GR.EATEST TEST 

OF LEADERSHIP,; IT IS REASSURING TO REALIZE THAT POSSIBILITIES HAVE 
. . '. ' 

MORE POSITIVE CONNOTATIONS· Tl:fAN NEGATIVE ONESi 

THUS,,· THE ODDS ARE WITH us~· ESPE~IALLY If YOU ARE·.: 

WITH . YOUR ENCOURAGEMENT~· SUPPORT~· PARTICIPATI.ON AND LEADERSHIP 

AT THIS · coNFERENC~ :AND AFTERWARD,, THE POSSIBLE CAN BE ACHIEVED. 

\ . 
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TO THE CRITICAL ISSUES CONFERENCE 
FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE STATE OF ISRAEL 

It is with no small measure of identification that I 
send you greetings and best wfshes from· Jerusalem:·. The 
central issues with which you are to deal are of basic 
importance to, the future of -the Jew-ish people everywhere. 
Mutatis mutandis Israel, too, is affected by the 
divisions, indeed the polarization, you all too rightly. 
see as threatening to split the Jewish community • 

. ·" . 
It is hard to believe that today's warring groups 

among us seem to have forgotten how only a gerieiation ~9~ . 
the Jews of Europe were murdered without distinctiol) as to 
theological ' commitment ""'."- simply· as ·Jews. ·. Nor was our 
people's center in Israel established exclusively by 
Orthodox or Socialist or Conservative or Reform or . 
Hebraist or Yiddishist or otherwise labeled Jews. It is 
simplistic to stress the vary'ing origins, ideas and creeds 
which jointly underlay the daring and inspired national 
endeavor that built a viable State, rescued many hundreds 
of thousands of ~ews, revived our people's language, gave 
its culture. new impetus; naturalness and depth. 

CLAL's educational work has, I understand, . 
consistently stressed the overriding significanc~ of those 

. two key _points in .modern Jewish history ..;.·_ the Holocaust 
and the rise of Israel. certainly those two poles -- the 
negative and the positive -- should dwarf · the diff~rences 
of emphasis among us and teach us mutual understanding. 

. . 
For· the sake of American Jewry and of Jsrael itself, 

I tn~st your .joil)t deliberations will lead you on ~·he. 
road to tolerance and coop~ration. 

That is a road we must learn to follow in Israel. 
Never in the century of modern Jewish resettlement of the 
Land has there been such perilous polarization between 
rigid orthodox -and the mpre liberal observant a~d secular 
sectors of the community. Rigidity tends to bring with it 
a chauvinist _ intolerance of the str~nger, totally at odds 
with Jewish tradition. We find it difficult to accept the 
import of fanaticism from American Jewry and the support 
it continues to receive from circles in the United States. 

nwill There Be One Jewish People By The Year 2000?n 
is the frightening .question posed to you. But what you 
think, say and- do together may provide a partial answer, 
an initial answer, towards assurance of unity and Jewish 
strength . 

CHAIM HERZOG 
421 Seventh Avenue. New York. N.Y IOOOI 1212) 714-9500 
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Center for Lc::uning• 

And Leadership MESSAGE TO CRITICAL ISSUES CONFERE.NCE 
FROM P~fME MINIST~R PER~S 

· .. 

Hcr'schd BlumbcrR . Dear Herschel Blumberg, 
Chuinnun Solomon Kimerling, · 

R:ibbi tn·:ng Greenberg . and Rabbi Irving Greenberg 
PreJ1den1 ' 

Robert Loup 
Vice Choinnan 

Martin Stein 
Vi.:t Chairman 

Aaron Zicgelm:in 
Vice Chainnan 

William Spier 
Treasur~ 

Harvey Arfa 
~cary 

Paul )C1Cr 
Exc:c. Viu PrtJ1dtfll 

Dr. David Elcorr 
PraRfam DirecCOT 

CONFER.ENCE 
LEADERSHIP 
Chai!'ITIOn 
Solomon Kimerling 

8irmin,rham, AL 
Co-Chairmen 
James Fingeroth 

New York. NY 
Kl:ir:1 Silverstein 

N~u· York. NY 
Dr. S:iul Singer 
Holl~vod. FL 

Stephen Wald 
New York. NY 

Leon Weiner 
Housion. TX 

Ronald Womick 
San Frarv:i1Co, CA 

The Prime Minister has asked me to convey his warmest . 
wishes and greetings to all those attending the Critical . 
Issues Conference. 

You have taken upon yourselves an important and vital 
task to arouse the Jewish world to the d~g~rs of 
polarization and divisiveness. 

Today, more than ever, we require a new approach to 
dialogue ~hie~ will place the id~als o~ "clal .Yisra~l" 
~t the center of the Jewish .agenda, out of a sense of 
respon~ibility and commitment to the integrity of the 
jewish people wherever · they may be •. ~ 

The Pri-me Minister is confident t;hat 
finding new approaches to bridge the 
example for us here and for those of 
the Diaspora. 

Y'shar Koach 

Avrum Burg 

. " 
you ·will succeed in 
gap., setting an 
you who remain in 

Advisor to t he Prime Minister for Diaspora Affairs. 

421 Se\.enrhA~nue. Nev.t York. N.Y. 10001 (2121 714-9500 
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Vice C!1a1rman 

Martin Stein 
Vi«c: Chairman 

A3ron Zicgdm3n 
Vice Chairman 

\'<filli3m Spier 
Trea.surCT 

Harvey Aria 
Secretary 

Paul Jescr 
Exec. Vi.:e Prcsrd.:m 

Or. David Elcort 
ProJ{•a m Dir(CIOT 

CONFER.E.'<CE 
LE.-\ OERS!-!IP 
Chairman 
Solomon Kimerling 

Binnin~itam . . .>,L 
Co-Chairm.m 
James Fin11croch 

Nc:w York. NY 
Kla l':l Silverstein 

:-.lc:u: York. NY 
Dr. Saul Sin1Zcr 
Holi~ooJ .. FL 

Scc;ncn W:ild 
.... cu: York. -:-;y 

Leon "'' eincr 
Ho14$<0n. TX 

Ron~IJ 'X<-.Jrnr~k 
S..in F~un.;:s.:o. C . .>, 

ORIENTATION AND BRIEFING PRIOR TO WOR!{SROPS 

Klara Silverstein 
CIC Co-Chairman 

This Critical Issues Conference is not meant to be a 
panacea solving all problems of i nter-denomina tiona l 
conflict. We recognize t hat diversity has and will 
remain a part of Jewish life. we also know that, t o 
remain one people, we must nurture passionat e advoca t es 
for unity. The goals of this conference are to mobi li ze 
Jewish leaders to take a stand against polarizat i on; to 
open up dialogue between all groups of Jewish leaders; 
and to locate and develop techniques which will help us 
heal the hemorrhaging which threatens our community . 

Dialogue is not negptiation. It is not compromise nor is 
it the give-and-take one expects from labor arbitration. 
No one advocating dialogue can demand swapping 
patrilineal descent for accepting Reform conversions, or 
women rabbis for a community Beit Din, rabbinical court. 
That does not mean that such goals are impossible, only 
that dialogue .need not lead to CU1Y particular solution. 

Today, although many claim that they are plualists, there 
are few movement advocates focused on dialogue. 
Patrilineal descent, conversion without circumcision and 
ritual immersion, forbidding observant Jews to enter a 
Reform or Conservative synagogue, public attacks by 
leaders of one of the movements against leaders of 
another movement, are reflective of our contemporary 
reality. In fact, much more money is spent on Christian
Jewish dialogue; in. which conversion is certainly no 
one's goal, than on Jewish inter-de~ominational dialogue. 

That, more than any other piece of evidence, gives us a 
sense of the place of Clal Yisrael on our collective list 
of priorities. Our goal here is to move pluralism and 
polarization away from benefiting any one movement so 
that Cl.al Yisrael can benefit. 

We have heard t he words and the visions of leaders of the 
four denominations. We have shared the messages of 
President Herzog, Prime Minister Peres, and Elie Wiesel. 

Your participation is the logical next step and an 
opportunity for you to share your own thoughts, concerns, 
and love of Clal Yi srael, and be enriched by those of 
your colleagues. Now, it is your turn. 

421 Sevencl'l Avenue. New York. N.Y. IOOOI (2121 714-9500 
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WILL THERE BE ONE JEWISH PEOPLE BY THE YEAR 2000? 

THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF SEPARATION 

"Will there be one Jewish people by the 2000?" 

Until recently, this question would have been dismissed 
as mischievous. The normal, ongoing social dynamics of 
the Jewish community worked to keep us one people. 
From time to time. special, divisive actions by militants 

-· from different groups threatened to disrupt the unity. But 
"We Are One" appeared to most Jews to be as eternal and 
solid a truth as the ageless hills. 

There has been a decisive challenge to this truth in the 
past twenty years. The pattern of ~~[f,~.,Q,L.Q.eme§raphie· .. · 
9,.t).9.oge .. ar.id.Qeg~ti.Y..~~Q9.,i.e_!j!)~~f~.9.ti9..Q)~.Jeading to grim 
consequences. If sociological forces are left to operate 
unchecked, the result will be predictable. Within decades, j the Jewish people will split apart into two, mutually divided, 

l hostile groups who are unable or unwilling to marry each 
~. other. 

It will take determined, continuous action to reverse the 
combination of demographic trends. particularly in the 

areas ~r.si.0.n, --pat~~~~~~ryd.~~~r~m 
(halach1cally 1lleg1t1mate children), that· 1s creating· tl'irs--· 
disaster for Jewish survival. 

CONVERTS: Everybody complains about intermar
riage, but the other side of the open society is that a large 
number of people choose to join the Jewish community. In 
the United States, there has been a surge of converts, 
accelerating over the past few years. A recent Wall Street 
Journal survey suggested that 10,000 cg_oYert to Judaism 

. ---~ annually. If the rate of conversion remains constant, there 
will be an addition~_Q_converts by the ye~ 2ooq. 
Add them to the already-existing number in American 
Jewry-which can be estimated at..150.QQO-f®.Q_Q.Q~ 
and there will be~@.QQMQO,.,QQ.Q._~on~~.§1tY.Lr:ig-in our 
community. Of therl].Jill~J2!AI1Qt~,~J[§~J3...ef~rffl ,-which is 

I to say that they will not have undergone a conversion ritual 
which satisfies the requirements of Orthodox Jews or of 
the Conservative movement. 

PATRILINEAL DESCENT: The recent decision of the 
Reform rabbinate to recognize the children born of a 

!Jewish father and a non-Jewish mother as Jews-without 
f conversion-is creating .another class of Jews who are 
~not accepted as such by the rest of the community. There 
are an estimated 5.9~QQ.Q..childl:e.o .. of.marr.iages..between a 
J~sLa~r.ioo:;J~_\YJ.O-h.r:n~.OQ~P.,.JJ~.wcy.~.Jr::t:.9r.O.~:t~ird of 
tbQ§.~_r:n.E.tr.i,?~es, the partner converted. Let us assume, 
then. that one=thi,ro .... of....Jhe .. 500,000 children will be 

- 1 

recognized as Jewish. (This is actually too optimistic. 
Unfortunately, many of those conversions are not accept
able to the Orthodox and Conservative movements, and 
those children also will be deemed not Jewish.) 

Of the two-thirds of the intermarriages in which one of 
the partners does not convert, an estimated two-thirds are 
between a Jewisb . ...fattier._and a non-Jewish mother. 

---~ ...... --... ·-~·--"""· .. .. ;; , ·---.-. .,,.. . .. 4··-
Applying that ratio to the 335,000 children left in the pool, 
we can estim~~g,g,Q.0..0..0 .. ch.ildr.~f.f>atr.ilio.e.ald.e~s.c.ern .. In 
the absence of conversion, they will be considered Jewish 
by the Reform movement. but not by the more traditional 
Jews. Their numbers will undoubtedly increase in the next -:
fifteen years. 

MAMZERIM: More than one hundred years ago, the 
Reform rabbinate decided to accept civil divorce as a legal 

~~"i"!'P1 '.t":"'f'I"'"~· 

end to a Jewish marriage. For almost a century, that 
decision had no serious consequences, mainly because 
the Jewish .divorce r:.ate ... was so low. Since the 1960s, 
American ~aiu;~·-have changed, and the old ceitural 

in_!U~~~~l~~~Jl~.~.~?_.~~~--~~?.~:~~-~ .. Q~~-~~:~~~Y. 
As· a resu11, "there has been a tremendous rise in Jewish . 
divorce. · The American national divorce r~te is r:iow }';. 
estimated at..50D/o·1fl-reeeALmar.r.L~g~§,.Tl:l&·.:Jewish rate 
could easily be at the 30-4,.Q.J.'9.Je.vel. 

~·_,,.-.>-

The good news is that Jews have strong family values 
and commitments. Therefore, Jews hf...v.e--a .. -hi9h ... re
marriage rate; indeed, the highest re-marriage rat~.~.ro.gng 

A.ai..e;;ic.a~L._~9-~~~~ .. ~·qp.r:.:r~e b'ii'cr-ne·w·s-· is that. 
according to halacha· (Jewish law);· a marriage can be 
dissolved only by a get (divorce document). If a woman 
remarries withou..t.a_get, she is considered an-adulteress, -·-- -........~. 
and any child of this subsequent marriage is considereo a 

_mam~er~an)lle.g.itiro.P.1~.child . In Jewish law.J,tlill.e.is.rlo~ ... 
~ltima.~y_~f...w~.dl.Q~.l< ... POJ'!f..iUegitir.naQ.~,2g~9!J!].~~~.st, 
_sg_uJ!eJ:x~g,r:.,§~~ •. ~D.fL~.~!!.i,?,~~.~!.!,~~c~!!:."~et. ~hese illegiti- ·~ 
mate children can never marry leg1t1mate children. t· 

A not-unreasonable guess would be that there are 

~~Q.Q~~Q,Q~.9.9,,.9."~~~e.~ .... ~-~:Cl~,_ln.9.§.,~)~~~r. t:. go;:.~.!? 30% 
divorce rate would equal 3.Q-i.9...C].Q,S~~Q.i:ces;<Of~offi'.=30.o/.o-
50% would remarry. That yields 30,000~~~cond marriages 
ayeat''fr 'Weassume that sucnma7riages have a lower 
fertility rate because they occur later in life or because 
people may be less willing· to have children, and if we 
assess 8: half- or a quarter-child per marriage (the current 
Jewish birthrate is 1.2 children per family), that would 
suggest 7,000-15,09$) ... (T.lamzerim a year, a devastating 

,.,..~ .... ,. .... ~1.~~(;...of.:..:."i. .. 



WILL THERE BE ONE JEWISH PEOPLE BY THE YEAR 2000? 

number. Let us arbitrarily ignore the number of such 

I 
children in existing second marriages. The totals still 
approach approximately 100,000 to 200,000 mamzerim 

_ by the year 2000. . 

they are not Jewish, and not merely that their converts are . · 
not Jewish. Manifestly, contested Jews ~nd their friends 
will express resentment. will cut off funds from traditional 
institutions, and finally will not socialize with the others. It is 
equally likely that Orthodox and traditional parents will be 

Add all the above results together: By the turn of the afraid to let their children meet such Jews out of fear that 
...,..eentury, there ".Vill be between .tb.r~~.;:g~arters of a million- · - they are halachically not Jewish. The risk of intermarriage 

ar:id.a .. mil.lio.n.:pe.ople.,,w.hQS.~LJ~W.i,~J1f.!g~:l~~~Atested"or , in a new, insidious form will be uppermost in the traditional 
who.se marriageability is denied by a large group of other · pare.nts' minds. 
Jews. It has bee.rlesffriiate'athat'thetotal American Jewish 

''popUiation by t_he year 2000 will be five million. Some say it 
will b~. ~ev~.Q.,JS>,~er. Tfm"'"COl'lGh:1si't:Jh'll f§"Yh;g( within two 

One can project a cycle of alienation. hostility, and ··. ·· ··· 
withdrawal that will lead to a sundering of the Jewish 

dec~~~~=;1t:~-W~~~;t~~f.~t;~j7~f2~r~£·~·:.1~ ~u1 ._.::i.~t!l'f ... Y', .•. it:•"'t~c·~·, · ·~ .. ,._,~~·~ ... ~~~i,'t\:tv:"t'~;--'.!:~t.~1·:·- ·'~ . .-~ ... :~: ~~~·:\~f', •, . 
twenty per c'en1 1~ _ _r1ofa fringe phenomen0n. Add to these 
people.,thejr families, friends, their fellow temple and 
organiza.tibnal . .:n~rnbers and . they would constitute . a 
major segment .of American Jewry. Easily fifty per ceht of 

~. the Jewish people could be, in some way, allied with this · 
group against ·the tradition.al Jew~ who challenge their 
status. What do you think Y'Ould. be the impact on you (or 

f your parents) if you were ~old that you are not Jewish when 
f, your parents tell you that yot:1 are, when you believe you 
~._are, and when you belong to a Jewish temple and engage 
t in Jewish activities? · 

. • ... 
- . • •.• • . .. j":-~:-...:· ~-- • - • ---

Tremendous anger surfaced in the "Who is a Jew" 
controversy. A measure of the intensity is found in the 
resolution of the highly Zionist Conservative rabbinate to 

I "blacklist" from their pulpits those Knesset members who 
;~voted to change the law . . Conservative and Reform Jews 
· (mistakenly) believed that the Orthodox were saying. that·· 

', ... . 

l people into two religions or twq social groups. funda-
1 mentally divided and opposed to each other. 

If the above estimates are too high-and they may well 
be too low-then it may take until the y~ar 202.0 or 2050 to 

-- arrive at the same disastrous end. But what difference do a 
few decades make overt.he long span of Jewish history? 

All it will take is neglect, doing nothing,· to r.nake this 
script-which makes my hand shudder as it wrhes
come true. Yet, at this moment, there is no brainstorming, 

...,. let alone serious dialogue . . between the movements to 
deal with the problem. 

NOTE: The auth.or wishes to acknowledge arig recom
mend Rabbi Reuven P. Bulka's book. The Coming 
Cataclysm (Oakville, Ont., Canada: Mosaic Press, 1984): 
which opened his eyes to the full crisis, i.e., that in. the 
absence of action, a split is almost inevitable. o 
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WILL THERE BE ONE JEWISH PEOPLE BY THE YEAR 2000? 

THE DENOMINATIONAL POLITICS OF SEPARATION 

As the threat of social and religious civil war looms 
larger in American Jewry. the most ominous development 
is in the internal dynamics of the individual denominations. 
The balance of power 11.'.ithin each movement has shifted 
toward ~hose who would solve social and religious 
problems in a manner preferred by and most convenient 

.....,.. for the individual group, while, in effect. writing off the 
I concerns or the needs of the other denominations. 

The decision of the Reform rabbinate to declare a child 
of Jewish patrilineal descent a Jew-without requiring 
conversion-is a classic example of this trend. Within 
Reform congregations. there are thousands of families 

- with Jew.~ .. ~~!>soQ.$. ,~lld,,ao.n;-Jewi5Auw~v.e.~k:rhe need 
was to bring them closer to Judaism and to make them feel 
welcome in the Reform community. 

problem boldly and liberally. Determined to prevenf 
mamzerut (illegitimacy) in· accordance with the compas-

/ 
sionate tradition of the halacha, ~~!m!L~~!J~!~ir .. ,~1.rnPIY 
ruled that since Reform· rabbis are not valid rabbis, their . 

tfl marriages ar~ ~·otvaliO:'TfieTefof1flli'e'lffsT'marfiag·e was . t nofvaricr'ancfscr·r·ecttltrea·no get. 
l . 

Rabbi Fei~stein has brilliantly solved the £'1~2. ... <!ox · 
problem arid permitted worthy people who woulp other-

Wisebe exc,lu~ed tp m~rry .i.~ t.~.e. ~~mn:iu.~i~~ fJ~~~Ji.~.~Iiil, 
and compass1onate-ot0erw1se, he-. would ~ nave simply 

... Te)ecteti"th·ir-;na'mzerlnt'~:tc;;~ve·r-:: this solution is predi~ · 
cated on, quite simply, dismissing the $.Plrltt,,t~J. validity of 

.-----..:tt1•"r.-> '"'A\' ~~ 'ilf.\Y..,,~--.. ..... , . _ 

more than a milli~J.L Reforni ~e~s ·~gtl:'.!b.~ir -~b,b)s: The 

I 
~rteTriaHve-=k>"'appr~~H"t'tie'Reior~ ·rabbi~te""an8~eek 

Those.who opposed the decision argued that it was a 
breach of the principle of clal Yisrael, and would alienate 
and offend the Orthodox and traditional Conservatives. 
The response of the Reform rabbinate, in effect, was that .:·· 

to work~~!. .. ,~~m~.J?.~°§~f:21::§t1¥f9]nQ.)he masses to ·: ._ , . 
t ~.!>~~~g:.!::~.9.~!.~t~e fa'r more ~xpt~~:politically in the ' 
\ Ortnodox movement. ·· 
' 

The Conservative movement also shows the same 
polarizing tendency. In 1985, the Conservative rabbinate 
decided to accept won:ien ~~~~bi&~ In the past, the 
Conservative rabbi~y such stalwarts as Rabbis 
Louis Finkelstein and Saul Lieberman, would have 
opposed such a decision in order not to offend the 
Orthodox and to avoid an open breach with the traditional 
halacha. Now, the mood is, we want to deal with a real:· 
need in our movement; let us go ahead and solve it for our 

i-"nothing we will do will satisfy the Orthodox anyway. They 

\ 
say that we are not rabbis. Let us then, solve the problem 
for ourselves, to meet a real need in our own congre

\ gations." So distant from the Ordhodox have the Reform 
1
• become, that marginal improvement for Reform congre
} gants overrides concern of a breach in the Jewish people 
f or of offending the Orthodox. 

(It should be noted that telling the children, "You are 
-~, .. Jewish," and not requiring a conversion ceremony can 

offer only marginal improvemenJ.jn..th.~ir feeling of being 
wiwt~.aJO:it:ie.:Jewf~ttcom'munf.Y: ·Moreo~'ef:Eg<Yn'Mayer·s 
research on intermarrlag.et·shuws~that when the non
Jewish partner fails to convert-even when the parents 

e- consider their children Jewish- the percentage of such 
f children who ultimately define themselves as Jewish 
l drops to twenty-five per cent.) 

,_,.,...."1>·~·,:iot.·'"•· 

For its part, the Orthodox community has begun to feel 
the impact of the mamzer phenomenon. Thanks to the 
baa/ teshuva (returnees) movement, young people coming 

-rro1rrnon:-ot>servant homes enter yeshivot and become 
deeply committed, learned, and observant. It happened 
that such a young person sought to be married and only 
then was the discovery made that this was the child of a 
second marriage of a mother whose first marriage was 

_ .. terminated without a get-i.e., the child was illegitimate. 
Facing this crisis, R~Q.QL~~Q§.M.feinstein, the dean of the 
Orthodox rabbinate and its leadiri·9··aecisor, attacked the 

-· maximum benefit. If the Orthodox do not like it, it does not 
matter; they will not accept us, anyway. 

I believe that women in the rabbinate will make a major 
contribution to the enrichment of Jewish life, and that this 
step is a m_g~JJP.~f~,g.~rg,9Ul;le.statu_$..9l_~omen. I respect 
the decision not to waifany longer. However, the decision 
should have been coupled with a commitment to make 
extraordinary efforts to enter into dialogue with the 
Orthodox. It should have been coupled with a commitment 
to strengthen observance standards so as to reassure 
traditionalists that admitting women to the rabbinate is not 

~ • ..another "dilution," but rather a strengthening of Judaism, 
' allowing all Jews to share in the full challenge of intensi

fying Jewish life. An off er could have been made by 
women rabbis to refrain from serving as witnesses on 

.- halachic personal status documents for a decade-on 
condition that an intensive Conservative-Orthodox dia
logue to work through the issue be pursued. The failure to 
redouble efforts to reach out shows this change in 

(" psychology. Each group meets its own needs and lets the 
\devil take the others' hindmost. 
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In the past. a heavy percentage of Conservative and 
._. Reform rabbis came from Orthodox homes. Often, they 

broke spiritually from thei"r parents on their . childhood 
training and, sometimes. they carried a grudge against the 
tradition. Still, in the crunch, such rabbis felt a closeness to 
their families or a sqcial link to the Orthodox community 
that made th~f{l reluctant to burn bridges. 

;: ) 
Now, happily, Orthodoxy)s far . more successful in 

- holding its own _childr~n . ·Happily, t.h~ Comiervative and 
~ Reform denominations are increasingly recruiting rabbis 

from their own movements. Often. these are people who 
have been inspired by the movements' youth and camping 
programs. people w~o in many cases come from assimi
lated homes and are becoming much more Jewish than 
their parents. Their rabbinate.is a statement of an upgraded 

..... commitment to Jewish life. This is a positive phenomenon. 
Howev~.r. such ~e()Pl8. f~o ·g~ilt'~-a-vis their_Pa~ents 
or the past. They are ottendea'l3Yfn·e Orthodox d1sm1ssal 

_._of their spiritual validity. Their ·psychological ·health enables 
them to become more traditional personally but com

~ munally tr~er to act on their own judgment and ignore the 
~Orthodox.· Th~< result is even greater polarization. 

" ., 
''r-

7 

. ' 

In each movement. the tendency.to..writ.e~.Qtf_,!~e others 
is growing~ How can the Reform rabbinate proclaim...the 
right of patrilineal descent, when they know full well that 
neither the Orthodox nor the Conservative movement 
accept such children as Jewish? What if one warrants to 
people for years that they are Je~i~h. only for them to 

discover that millions of ·others do not consider them 
Jewish. They have. every right to claim consumer fraud! 
This is the United States of America"'A1fgrteve&-y0tifl@· 
people may yet sueJ.s£9l.§.J.9.~ .. [l"?J8rnf.US~: ~ut the Reform 
rabbinate is assuming.tbc;i.! when the children of patrilineal..
descent come of marriageable age, so fev~? people will 
really care about halachic rules that the suppiy of partners 
available for marriage to such patrilinear children will not 

1
, seriously be affected. In other words, the policy is 

j,! predicated, tacitly, on the disappearance of Orthodox or 
·~. seriously traditional Conservative Jews. 

'• 

The exact same logic underlies Rabbi Moshe Fein
stein's rulings. Does he not know that there are a million · 
and more Jews who follow the Reform rabbis, and 
consider them their spiritual mentors? The answer is that . 

f 
he is mentally calculating that with rising intermarriag;~~and · 

; growing assimilation, the. non-observant will disappear, ,' 
~~._ leaving only the Orthodox behind. 

""' f In the past, anti-Semites built their plans on the expec-
j tation and hope that the Jews will disappear. We have , 
g come to a tragic s(tuation where good and committed 
j Jews are predicating their survival strategies· ~m the 
-~ disappearance of other Jews. 
I.ti 
~:\ -· --. ·- - ... .. :· . . 

Of course, the above statement is unkind. However, it 
captures the emotional tone of th~ relationships between 
the Jewish denomina1r6hs in the latter part of the twentieth 
century.• 
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A CRITIQUE OF SEPARATION 

The move toward greater polarization and increased strength to the Conservative and Reform movements. The 

...,mt~!n~~inati~n~!,g~~~l~~:Q;J~:Qot m~·rely leading to day schools are pr~marily built. support~d. ~-nd run b~ t~e 
a.catas~ph~~eJ::.~91t1al d1v1s1on. It 1s strategically, morally, Orthodox. Yet, outside of New York, t~~gnif1cant maionty 

./ a~·theolOQically wrong. ~· day school stud~nts co~,~l!2mJ;9_Q.§~tv1ftjy~;B~torm. 
and secular homes. Tnaeed. the Orthodox day schools are 

America is the most open society in human history. . training tne10t.Jif.~:!ID.':l.~.e£fil~h!J?. of the Conservative and 
Everyone is exposed to varied alternative lit estyles. All Reform ~~~~nts::;.::9.§..W~!!.?.ll~.q,~J:!ion-although for 
people face the challenge of choice in which individuals the moment they are not expressing pride' In that truth. The 
can define their own values and existence. In such an presence on college campuses"'ofbrthodox youth wear-

~· environment, the more varieties of Jewish living that the ing kipot P,rovides Jewish models ariC{neTp"s· .... Cf\ange the 
' \ community can offer, the greater the number of people assirnilatectione of the unive'rsTty:~CJtabaEid;:iouses have 

who will choose each individual variety. Each group is had a speciaTsu.ccess in reaching out to Jewish children 
strengthened by the greater effectiveness of the other. in trouble, on drugs, etc., many of them from non-Orthodox 

J Each group should be building up the other. for its own . homes. Ancfforth"e'cFilidren of Conservative, Reform, and 
l sake as well as for the greater good of ·clal Yisrael. · secular homes who seek a mystical religious approach, 
t . :,,,. . ·---""-.·~· ..... ·;.~·,-~·io.~·· ... 4.io"· ~~.,. .... r...,'"'·"~: ..,., ..... . 

·_. ... with strong authority and .. discipline, if is "important that 
When the Conservative and Reform movements grow · there 'beaLuoWifcn'or yes'fliva"'option. 1 nan open society, · . 

stronger, ·orthodoxy gains. The baa/ teshuva (returnee) the alternative solution to such unmet needs could well be 
.....,.movement has give_n numerical gains and a great Reverend Moon, Jews for Jesus. or Hare Krishna. 

psychological lift to the Orthodox community. Most of the ........ ;,).,., .... ~,, . .,.,.,.,..,.::,·.:.··~·""''''~'"~' ... : .. !-.,.,,y...,,_~o:•,·-'-·""'"'1~·" 

baalei teshuva are recruited not from those.who are totally 
.,.,;; out of Jewish life, but from those outside of Orthodoxi 

Most of the people available to become baalei teshuva 
come from movements nearby on the spectrum. In other 
words, when Conservative and Reform generate young 
people with greater Jewish commitment or with different 
religious needs than their parents, some of them join the 
pool of Orthodox returnees. Others stciy ~nd strengthen 
their own movement. 

As Conservative and Reform lay people have developed 
stronger Jewish commitments in the past two decad~s • 

..... - they have become consumers of day school education for 
their children. Thus. they provide many jobs and oppor
tunities for influence to Orthodox rabbis; for the Orthodox 
still run the majority of the day schools. As the respect for 

.,P.• tradition engendered by Conservative and Reform rabbis 
has deepened among their laymen, they have increasingly 
supported Orthodox institutions. In the past, if a Reform 

_ -Jew was busy assimilating, he would cross the street to 
avoid meeting a Has id. Now, Reform and Conservative 
money fuels the remarkable growth of Lubavitch, as of the 
other Orthodox organizations. Indeed, there is hardly a 

! major national Orthodox institution that carrsurvive·~ff~:out 
~ ,.,.., ..... - ·-----,.---. •• ..;- "',. · •· ..... .., •• ~ .-.. •"·-'"":..:~·~ ,,, ,._•,.':".!,",.'""".~ •"•7:. ;;.,.,::.';.Y.:=.:. ·· • 
~ the flr1anc1af support of Conservative and Reform Jews. 
14, Logically, then, the Orthodox should pray every day for the 

health and welfare of the Conservative and Reform 
movements. But that is not the way that it is going. 

As Orth.odox effectiveness rises, it gives greater 

Thus. each movement strengthens the others with its 
own strength which iii turn strengthens the entire Jewish 
community. In contrast, a social split would lower the ~~ 
numbers available to each group. In many cases. reducing 
the number below a certain critical mass will weaken the 
capacity of the community to support needed institutions 
for all the groups. A Jewish civil war will undoubtedly lead -~~ · 

to an increase in ifitermarrla'ge-'and·other negative social 
phenomena. · 

Delegitimation of the other denominations diverts each ~n 
one from facing its own real issues. When the Orthodox 
totally deny Conservative and Reform, they can dismiss 
the women's question as something which has been 
raised by the non-Orthodox and therefore illegitimate. This 
distracts the Orthodox from facing the challenge of 
inequities in halecha, such as in divorce. and from facing \ · 
the fact that they have not fully incorporated 50% of the ~ 
talent and religious potential of their community. t 

When the Conservative and Reform define their own 
legitimacy by dismissing the Orthodox, th~y end up 
defining success as breaking with the rigidity of the past. 
Thus, for example, translating prayers into English is 
mistakenly believed to solve the problem of worship. They 
fail to tac~ the fundamental problem of prayer, of modern , 
man's difficulties with prayer, and of how we can pray out f 
of power as we have prayed out of powerlessness. i 

!. 

To solve their internal problems. each group needs the 
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- · help and prese.nce of the other. The Conservative and 
Reform movements desperately ne~fi..:.:..mwg,~9l~~leJJ.n~.1 .. 
more ability_J9J._Q.eI;J;laod..JU:>.Q1.. their lay p~ople a deeper 

.. ' ... •"i..- •Jt.''!,;,fl,: ~ .. .. ,.,.: . .. 

sense..,<:.~L.m!8.!!iO,~: The rabbis wh'6' ·see this neeq are 
frustrated by the limited response of their lay people. The 
best way to get the lay people to grow is by having them 
relate to models from the other groups. Out of sympathetic 
contact with an Orthodox family, Conservative and Reform 
Jews. are more likely to experience the beauty of Shabbat 

r or the strength of the family yom tov and are far more likely 
~. to begin such observances themselves. 

Under the Vichy regime, the native French Jews were 
tempted to accept the round-up of "stateless Jews" (read: 
Ost juden}. ·~r,.,-.,:~-· 

Instead of separating, Jews should be binding them-
. __ ,~ ... .r-:KC.\~~·~·.1.~* ""' ...... 

selves to each other as closely"as·possible;,lest· one·@roup 
be tempted in!,9~J.a,~!!t~@.n.c~:.JQ~JIJ.~.~other's fate. Rabbi 
Joseph Soloveitchil< ·proclaimed this insight decades ago 
in his classic essa~).~plsr~di~O.Q.tr;~~:;-~t the Orthodox 
movement has failed to translate this mandate into 
halachic behavior. 

The Orthodox community needs more capacity .to 
respond sensitively and effectively to contempor~ry Theologica~ly, the separation of the Jewish peopl~ is an 
urgencies. It needs to be helped to focus on ~~~Jaction _,,,,. outrage. We hve after the Holocaust and the rebirth of 
and the call to ig.,~~ice. It needs help in enriching the . Israel. Clearly, the overwhelming message of those two 
spirituality of its ~a.y._ people, as against ~~s_~ssively events is the unity of the Jewish p!opl~-th~,.uo.ity,:9f,.tatel°!'."'"~ · 
n:i~Ji[glGal'Qt?§.~f~~~~~~~.~l~J1~spU:tty,~I.!~rest is lost ~nic.h R~~E1~~lffi!l!~~:9!~9.~:?!~!,~~~;:~~'"'·'~ . 
for the trees of details. One of the best ways Oi1t'ibaoxlay "9°~~w.iteL.f~!l'~2!.'..!~~~ .• D.~re were no 1st1nct1ons in ·· 

peo'11l'e ... C-ou'1d'b"~rencouraged in these directions would be the ga}..f.~!mbers.' To elei'5ate the distinctions between 
from contact with simpatico Conservative and Reform Jews to absdt1:1te status is to deny the truth that all Jews 

1
Jews who are active in these areas. Ideally, Jews from all {carry the fate of the covenant. or ru.n the risks of suffering 

J denominations should gather together for weekends and .._ for it. All Jews are God's witnesses. 

{ for chances to exchange agendas and understanding. But 
l this is not possible with the present mood of alienation and 
'\.separation. 

The greatest evil resulting from a split could well show 

up in a moral side effect. We le_c;tJJ.?.~...lOJ!J~ ... ti9:!Pg·~"'·~l!~.~ 
~spj!lt,ual..dis1an.G.~J!QID ... 9.~l:Jg~~1y~~.2 •. ~s~ .. Qtrespect-tor.t'i~!t .. 

religion translated into moral indifference to their fate. This 
iSwh'Ysolew-·chrISilans-h'ei'ped'Je'Ws.-wiiiseP';;-;.~'dJ"ews 
stand idly by the blood of other Jews when they are in 
danger? Would each group repeat the erroneous attitude 
of native Fren9.1J.Jewry towards "Ostjuden" in 1939-40? 

-·""" ........ ~ .. . ~·"' 

Israel represents Jewish unity. It was built by·religious 
and secular Jews alike. Israel is supported by Orthodox.· 
Conservative, Reform, and Reconstructionist alike. Israel 
is the great symbol that the,Eove.~l~UQ.eJewisb~eople 
still lives. To separate now 1s ifi<eliv11ig through the Exodus 
arla-gbTng ()J1_~H').b.usir:1ess as.usuatJ~~.gommunity 'gl'.JiltyOf 

'

"sucfl'i'figratitude and spiritual hard-heartedness can only 
~ fail religiously. Israel's redemptive significapce should be 
·~ranstated into common holidays and celebrations, unifying 
.~ractices-and concrete efforts to bridge religious gaps 
l>etween all the groups. o 
"\ 
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WHAT IS TO BE DONE? 

American Jewry must establish a systematic religious 
dialogue among the Jewish denominations on the scale of 
the Jewish-Christian dialogue of the past fifty years. Over 
the decades, the Jewish community has financed dialogue 
programs of the Anti-Defamation League. the American 
Jewish Committee, the American Jewish Congress, the 
Synagogue Council of America, and the joint National 
Conference of Christians and Jews to ensure that Jews 
and Christians would overcome the hostilities of the past. 
Many have criticized the duplication, but the fact is that an 
extraordinary success was made possible by this signifi
cant investment of resources. 

A legacy of eighteen hundred years of hatred-and 
even m'urder~has been broadly over.come by people 
inspired by dialogue, religious sharing and theologiiing, as 
well as by personal and social contacts-_ There are 
Evangelical Christians now challenging the anti-Semitism 
of the New Testament. Devout Catholics and Protestants 
have reformulated their own traditions to eliminate 
stereotyping and hatred and to advocate Jewish causes 
such as Israel and Soviet Jewry. Eminent Jewish thinkers 
have formulated the most positive Jewish models of 
Chsistianity ever developed in all the days of their separate 
existence. 

When it comes to Jewish-Jewish dialogue, ho\A{eyer, 
there has been a shortage of organizations. The Syna
gogue Council of America (SCA) brings together the three . 
denominations. To prevent halachic controversy due to 
participation in SCA, each movement was given a veto. 
To avoid straining the weak fabric of the· SCA, 'divisive' ' 
theological issues have been avoided. Moreover, dele
gates sit not as individuals but as representatives of their 
movements, which restricts or prevents growing toward 
each other. Most local Boards of Rabbis follow this same 
policy. 

At the present time, the National Jewish Resource 
Center offers the only serious organizational commitment 
to intra-Jewish ecumenism. NJRC's CHEVRA project for 
rabbis is committed to eta/ Yisrael and provides a f9rum for 
ongoing dialogue. Due to limited budget, only 120 rabbis in 
six cities are currently involved. That number is not yet 
large enough to change the outcome of policies or to 
reverse the present tendency to polarization. NJRC has 
sought funding to increase the scope of CHEVRA but has 
found little receptivity to its requests. 

Nationally, the Federations are giving millions for 

• • •• • 1 • •• 

Jewish-Christian dialogue but only pennie·s for Jewish
Jewish dialogue. The level of consciousness regarding 
the urgency of the issue is too low. The truth of the matter 
is. if the growing divisiveness is not stopped, it will split the 
unity of community, affect the success of local campaigns 
and cost the Federations millions of dollars. 

The internal Jewish discussion should follow the 
Jewish-Christian dialogue model, in all its aspects {an 
embarrassing but accurate analogy). There should be a 
high-level dialogue encompassing systematic theology 
and studies in halacha which respectfully acknowl~dge 
divisions between the groups. Theological and halachic 
reasoning that justify and mandate the necessary steps to 
cooperate and to construct common solutions must be 
dev~loped within each movement. 

For example: within the Orthodox movement, there are 

(

scholars already arguing that even if the non-Orthodox 
movements follow halachic procedures, all their acts will . 
be invalid. In this view, non-Orthodox theological assump- . . 
tions (including the possibility of change in hatacha) make ' 
al~non-Orthodox acts ipso facto null ahd voictJ:!alachic :·: 
scholarship that seeks unifying solutions should build on 
the suggestion of the~he great leader of the 
most traditional Israeli sector of the past generation!) that 
disbelief and even atbeis.m·should be treated as a modern 
. ultural bias"or 'pressure', rathe · willful deniil.. · "· · 
There re o er possible p0sitive Orthodox approaches.io 
the thought of Rabbis Abraham Isaac Kook and Josegh P. 
.Soloveitchik. Yet, for the most part, the halachic disciples 
of these great figures are being educated to simplistic 
philosophies of halacha and socialized· to separatist 
approaches. All three movements need an infusion of 
high-level ·scholarship in philosophy, theology, and hala
cha. Developing such high-level scholarship takes time, 
talent, and careful cultivation. 

In addition, we need middle-level dialogue in which the 
rabbis and practitioners, as well as !he lay leadership of 
each movement, are brought into systematic and regular 
contact for learning, for better mutual understanding, and 
for finding common solutions to common problems. 

Finally, there must be a popular level, modeled on the 
'living room dialogue' of the Jewish-Christian experience. 
Through such dialogues, people overcome stereotypes. 
They learn that there is real commitment in the other 
groups to values which they also respect and desire. This 
changes the atmosphere and gives support to the rabbis 
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who· seek to overcome some of the legal and theological 
obstacles. Without such lay sympathy, it would be 
impossible for spiritual leadership to overcome barriers. 

It is time that those Jews who are not totally 'denomina
tionalized' assert the principle and the priority of eta/ 
Yisrael (the unity and totality of the Jewish people). I would 
call upon all Jews to put pressure- peer pressure, moral 
judgment. even economic pressure-on the leadership of 
all the denominations. Let a non-Orthodox Jew who is 

( 

giving money to traditional institutions ask them: What are 
they doing to advance unity? Are they abusing other 
Jews? Just asking the question begins to have an impact 
on policy. 

Let Orthodox Jews who are active in the community 
constantly challenge their non-Orthodox co-workers: 

I 
What are they doing to insure that their own denominations 
not act irresponsibly in matters of personal status or issues 
that affect the overall unity of the Jewish people? It is time 
to collect1.0.U.s from each other. At least. a combination 
of moral antrpotttical pressure should be brought to bear to 
advance solutions that favor the good of the tota l 

f
. community, rather than the short-term advantages of a 

particular gr()UP. 

Among those Jews who view the polarization with 
/ equanimity, many are convinced that only their group will 
· survive. But the Orthodox who favor withdrawal should not 

be so complacent. True, they could turn out to be the 
- saving remnant. They could equally turn out to be the 

( 

contemporary 'Dead Sea ~t· :.the group that withdrew 
to save its own purity and died an arid, nameless death 
sundered from Jewish history. Those Conservative Jews 

who feel that Orthodox is reactionary and a l9st cause, 
tho"se Reform and secular Jews who have written off the 
survival of the traditionalists, all those who are convinced 
that they alone are modern enough to survive, should ask 

( 

themselves whether it is not equally likely that they will 
simply be assimilated into the magnetic culture of the 
twentieth cenrury. 

i 

We need each other. The renewal of each group is the 
best insurance for the survival of all groups. It is time to 
develop true consciousness of the urgency of the 
polarization problem and to formulate strategies detailed 
enough and wise enough to attack problems and find root 
solutions. The will to unity, and recognition of common fate 
are extraordinarily powerful among the Jewish rank and file. 
The failure lies in the fact that all that energy has gone into 

( 

political and philanthropic fields. It is time to translate the 
sense .of ~mn:i~n destiny into theological categories. 
halach1c thinKin97-~US behavior. 
~ ... 

This call for unity is not based on the hope of unanimity 
or uniformity. There is nothing wrong with disagreements. 
The divisions need not be papered over. What is needed is 

,re·straint to avoid t11ndamental breaches, anQ._ commit'
.. ments to find common solutions. No one should under
estimate either.the trad1t1on. orffie will and fertile imagina-
tion of the Jewish people. There are positive solutions 

J enough within our grasp. We need the intelligence. the 
. I courage and the commitment to pursue it. The time to act 

•\ . / · 1s now. o 

©1 985, the National Jewish Resource Center. 
The author of this special "Perspectives"is solely responsible for the 
views expressed. 
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National Jewish Resource Center - A Fact Sheet 
- - - -- - -- - - ~ 

History and Organization 
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

The National Jewish Resource Center. is a non-profit educational 
and nondenominational religious organization founded in 1974 by 
R.1bbi Irving (Yitz) Greenberg, Elie Wiesel, and Steve Shaw. In 
1983, the Institute for Jewish Experience, founded by Rabbi Shlomo 
Riskin, was merged into the NJRC. NJRC's governing body is its 
Board of Directors and Executive Committee which consists of 
distinguished lay leaders from throughout the United States. 

-- --- - --- . 

Purpose 
-- - - - - ---- - -- - - - -

to educate leaders for the new' era of Jewish history in the spirit 
of Clal Yisrael-the unity and totality of the Jewish people. 

- ----------- - -

Program Goals 
to enable the Jewish community to meet the challenge of the 

open society in which Jews must choose to be Jews and to meet the 
challenge of political power and the ethics of power in the United 
States and Israel. 
. - -- - -

What Does NJRC Do To !Vleet 
These Goals? 

- - - - - -~ - -

- Through a variety of programs, NJRC educates the 
community that the Holocaust and the rebirth of Israel are turning 
points in Jewish history and that policy and spiritual I religious life 
must incorporate these events and their lessons. · 

- Persuades the community through actu ,11 programs that 
Jewish learning and experiences are essential to motiv<1.te le;idership 

- - personally ilnd are relevan·t to community'policy decisions. 
- Trains and motivates a leadership c<1dre-lay, rabbinic, 

academic, communal professional-to learn and apply the Jewish 
heritage and classic Jewish sources to their lives and organizational 

-work. (Until recent ly, learning and personal model have not been,, 
key qualification of community leadership.) 

- Reaches out to recruit new leaders for Jewry from people of 
high achievement and ta.lent who have not been involved in the 
Jewish community. (In the past century, generally, the higher the 
education, achievement, and wealth, the lower the involvement in 

' Jewish life. This pattern must be reve rsed.) 
- Persuades the community that unity ("we ;ire one") can be 

translated into educational values and spiritual facts, not only 
fundraising and political action. NJRC brings together lay people of 

· all b.1ckgrounds. synagogue and Federation leadership, secular and 
religious Jews to develop a common .1genda. 

- In its CHEVRA project, brings Orthodox, Conservative, and 
Reform Rabbis and academics together to learn regularly and to 
explore com mon approaches to the issues which.divide us, such as 
"Who Is a Jew," conversion, and ritual. 

- Through its Rabbinic Fellows Institute .. an outstanding 
interdenominational faculty t rains Orthodox, Conservative, and 
Reform Rabbis ,ind senior rabbinical students to teach in the spirit 
of Clal Yisrael and to develop programs based on the unity and 
totality of the Jewish people. 

- ---- - - - -

How Does NJRC Do It? 
- - - --- - - - -- --

- Through weekends, Shabbatonim, and retreats held across 
America. 

- Through conferences and one-d,1y institutes for lay leaders, 
Rabbis, and scholars. 

- Through speci.11 tra ining programs ,ind ongoing study groups. 
- Through publications: Holiday guides, policy papers, journ.1 ls, 

reports. and columns of commentary on current Jewish issues 
which appear in m.1ny Anglo-Jewish per iodicals. 

Throug.h teaching films .ind ,1 udio t.1pes. 

-- . 

Where Does NJRC Operate? 
-- - -

- Across the United St<1tes. 
- NJRC has conducted over 100 weekend retreats in 39 states 

of the U.S.A. and has organized hundreds of classes and 
conferences in more cities. 

- In 1984-1985, NJRC will launch its National Jewish 
Conference Center for the American Jewish community. The 
beautiful facility will be a year-round site for weekends-including 
family Shabbatonim-as well as retreats. summer institutes and 
special university student summer sessions. The Center will serve 
as a training place for national Jewish organizations and for rabbis 
and academics who will be sent to do parallel programs all over the 
country. 

- - -

Current Organizational Goals: 
A Center for Lc.1 rning and Lc.1dership 

- - - -

NJRC's primary project is the creation of a nat ional Jewish 
conference center, a modern hotel I conference facility within one 
hour of New York City and within two hours of the New York 
airports, to serve a national constituency. The center will offer 
weekends, retreats, Shabbat experiences, training and summer 
sessions, schola rly conferences and family programs on a year
round basis to individuals and families, to synagogues· and schools, 
and to national organizations. It will be available for use by Jewish 
o rganizations for their own programs as well. 

The Conference Center. to be known as the "Center for 
Le.irning and Leadership" (CLAL), will enable NJRC to offer 
Sh.1bbat and weekend programs on a continual basis. Thus, people 
can find a weekend that fits their schedules rathe r than having to 
come on a specific weekend when a temporar.y_facility is available. 

The Center will allow for weeklong institutes and summer 
sessions which are currently prohibitive in cost. · 

At the Center, a college student program modeled on the 
Brandeis-Bardin Institute will be offered. The BBi program has 
been in oper.1tion for over thirty years-it offers a thirty-day total 
Jewish environment and study program once in a lifetime, and has 
been shown to h.we permanent effects including lower 
intermarri.1ge, more Jewish involvement, and more stable family 
lives. 

The Center for Learning and Le;idership will be the national 
source for state of the ilrt leadership training programs. A cadre of 
Rabbis and academics will be trained at CLAL to bring these 
programs to communities' all over America. CLAL will offer special 
programs for children of le.tders designed to communicate the 
me,min~rand purpose of Jewish involvement and to deal with the 
special burdens and challenge of being the children of achievers . 

The Center will host special conferences where schola~s and 
policy analysts will interact with the lay and professional leadership 
of the Jewish community. Participants will assess emerging trends 
i1nd problems and identify policies to resolve issues.out of common 
objectives for the benefit of the entire Jewish people'. 

The Center will offer dialogues, study programs and summer 
sessions for Rabbis of ,1 11 denominations. led by an all-
denomina tion.ill facul ty committed to the unity and totality of the 
Jewish people. 

Tne Center will offer a particularly rich program of Shabbatonim 
- for families, singles •• ind groups. These weekends are designed to 

introduce Sh,1bb.it into family life and to enable individuals to grow 
into the rew,1rding experiences of Jewish living. Jn all these · 
pmgr.1ms, people of every religious background will come together 
in the excitement of discovering the full variety of Jewish living 
through the inspir.ition of the most magnetic ,1nd spiritually 
s timul.1ting schol.ilrs in Jewish life today. 

National Jewish Resource Center 
·HI Seventh Avenue • New York, N.Y. IOOlll 

212/7 1.J-9500 
- -- - -
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eternal and solid a truth as t.he ageless religions or two social groups, fundamen· alienate and offend the Orthodox and 
hills. tally divided and opposed to each other. traditional Conservatives. The response of 

There has been a decisive challenge to If the numbers in the above estimates the Reform rabbinate, in effect, was that 
this truth in the past twenty years, are too high-and they may well be too "nothing we will do will . satisfy the Or-
though. The pattern of current deme>- low-then it may take until the year 2020 thodox anyway. They say that we are not 
graphic change and negative social in· or 2050 to arrive at the same disastrous rabbis. Let us then, solve the problem for 
teraction iB leading to grim consequenc.es. end. But what difference does a few ourselves, to meet a real need in our own 
If sociological forces are left to operat.e un· decades make over the long span of Jewish congregations." So distant have the 
checked. within decades, the Jewish people history? Reform become from the Orthodox, that 
will split apart into two, mutually divided, All it will take is nesJect, doing nothing, marginal improvement. for Reform con· 
hostile groups who are unable or unwilling to make this script - which makes my gregants overrides concern of a breach in 
to marry each other. hand shudder as it writes - come true. the Jewish people or of offending the 

It will take determined, continuous Yet, at this moment, there is no brainstor- Orthodox. 
action to revene the combination of deme>- ming, let alone serious dialogue, between The Orthodox community has begun to 
graphic trends, particularly in the areas of the movements to deal with the problem. feel the impact of the ~er (illegitimate 
conversion, patrilineal descent and mam· child) phenomenon. Thanks to the baal 
zerim (halachically illegitimate children), - kshuva (returnees) movement, young pe.> 
that is creating this di.sast.er for Jewish pie coming from non-observant homes 
survival. (See Sidebar)· enter yeshivot and become deeply commit-

B:v the turn of the century, there will be ted, learned. and observant. It happened 
a million people whose Jewishness is con· that such a young person sought to be 
tested or whose maniageability is denied married and only then w~ the discovery 
by a large group of other Jews. It has been made that this was the child of a second 
estimated that the total American Jewish marriage of a mother whose first marriage 
population by the year 2000 will be five was terminated without a get (divorce) -
million. Some say it will b6 ~an lower. The i.e., the child was illegitima te. 
conclusion is that, within two decades, Facing this crisis, Rabbi Moshe Fein· 
15%·20% of American Jewry will be social· stein, the dean of the Orthodox rabbinate 
ly and halachically separated from tradi· and its leading decisor, attacked the prob-
tional Jews. lem boldly and liberally. DetemW!ed to 

Fifteen to twenty per cent is not a fringe prevent mamzerut (illegitimacy) ill accord· 
phenomenon. Add to these people their ance with the compassionate tradition of 
families, friends, their fellow tcnple and the halacha, Rabbi Feinstein aimply ruled 
organizational members and they would that since Reform rabbis are not valid 
constitute a major fragment of American rabbis, their marriages are not valid; 
Jewry. Easily fifty per cent of the Jewish therefore the first marriage was not valid 
people could be, in some way. allied ~th and so required no get. There is no problem 
this group against the traditional Jews Denomma· n·onal Poti·ti·cs of mamzerut. In halacha, a child out of 
who challenge their status. What do you wedlock is not illegitimate. 
think would be the impact on you (or your A3 the threat of 90Cial and religious civil Rabbi Feinstein has brilliantly solved 
parents) if you were told that you are not war looms larger in American Jewry, the the Orthodox problem and permitted 
Jewish when your parents t.ell you that most ominous development is in the inter- worthy people who would otherwise be ex· 
you are, when you believe you are, and nal dynamics of the individ'Ual denomina- eluded to marry in the community. He is 
when you belong to a Jewish temple and tiona towards meeting their own needs. hberal and compassionate - otherwise, he 
engage in Jewish activities? The deciaion of the Reform rabbinate to would simply reject the mamzerim. How· 

Tremendous anger surfaced in the "Who declare a child of Jewish patrilineal de- ever, this solution is predicated on, quite 
is a Jew" controversy. A measure of the scent a Jew - wit.bout requiring conver- simply, dismissing the spiritual validity of 
intensity is fc;>und iD the resolution of the sion - is a classi.c example of this trend. more than a million Reform Jews and 
highly Zionist Con.aervative Rabbinate to Within Reform ccmgregations, there are utterly denying their rabbis. The alter-
" blacklist" from their pulpits those thousands of familiea with Jewish hus- native - to approach the Reform rab-
Knesset members who voted to change the band and non.Jewish wife. The need was binate and seek to work out some policy 
law. Conservative and Reform Jews (znis. to bring them closer to Judaism and to of convincing the masses to obtain a get 
takenly) believed that the Orthodox were make them feel welcome in the Reform - would be far more explosive politically 
saying that they are not Jewish, and not community. in the Orthodox movement. 
merely that their converts are not Jewish. It should be noted that telling the The Conservative movement also shows 
Manifestly, contested Jews and their children, "You are Jewish." andnotrequir- the same polarizing tendency. In 1985, the 
friends will express resentment, will cut off ing a conversion ceremony can only offer Conservative rabbinate decided to accept 
funds from traditional institutions, and marginal improvement in their feeling of women as rabbis. In the past, theConser-
finally will not socialize with the others. It being wanted in the Jewish community. vative rabbinate, led by such stalwarts as 
is equally likely that Orthodox and tradi- Moreover, Egon Mayer's research on inter- Rabbis Louis Finkelstein and Saul Lieber· 
tionsl parents will be afraid to let their marriage shows that when the non-Jewish man, would have opposed such a decision I 
children meet such Jews out of fear that partner fails to convert - even when the in order not to offend the Orthodox ud to 
they are halachically not Jewish. The risk parents consider their children Jewish - avoid an open breach with the traditional 
of intermarriage in a new, insidious form the percentage of su.ch children who ha/.a.cha. Now, the mood is, we want to deal I 
will be uppermost in the traditional par- ultimately define themselves as Jewish with a real need in our movement; let us 
ents' minds. drops to twenty-five percent. go ahead and solve it for our maximum 

One can project a cycle of alienation, Those who opposed the resolution benefit. It doesn't matt.er if the Orthodox ~ 
hostility, and withdrawal that will lead to argued that it was a breach of the principle don't like it; they won't accept us anyway. 

a sundering of the Jewish people into two of Klal Y-'81Wl (Jewish_ um_·_ty_)_an_ d_would ____ __ I _beli_ ·ev_ e_th_ a_t _w_o_inen __ in_ the __ ra_b_b_ina_ te _ _,f .. 
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The Demographics 
Of Separation 

The foDowing three areas of religjou.s 
life - converts, patrllineal descent and . 
mamzvim (i&gitimaw children) are 
creating the greatest potential disaster 
for Jewish survival. The numbers tell the. 
story: 

CONVERTS: Everybody complains 
about intermarriage, but the other side 
of the open society is that a luge nm:nber 
of people choose to join the Jewish com
munity. In the United Stat.es, there bas 
been a sur~ of converts, accelerating 
over the past few years. A recent WaU 
Street Journal survey suggested that 
10,000 convert to Judaism annually. If 
the rate of conversion remains constant, 
then will be an additional 150,000 con-

' Vert& by the year 2000. Add them to tbe 
already-existing number of American 
Jewry - which can be estimated at 
160.000-250,000 - md there will be 
300,00<MOO,OOO converts living in our 
community. Of them, 90% or more will 
be Reform. which is to say that they will 
not have undergone a conversion ritual 
which satisfiea the requirements of Qr. 
thodox Jews or of the Conaervative 
movemmt for acceptance as Jews. 

PATRIL1$AL DESCENT: The~ 
cent decision of the Reform rabbinAte to 
recognize the dlildren born of a. Jewish 
father and a non-Jewish mother as Jews 
- even without conversion - ie ere.ting 
another class of Jfff/fs who are not ac
cepted aa such by the rest of the com-

will make a major- contribution to the 
enrichment of Jewish life, and that this 

· step is a moral upgrading of the status. oi 
women. I respect the decision not to wait 
any longer. However, the decision· should . 
have been coupled with a commitment tb 
make extraordinary efforts to enter into. 
dialogue with tha Orthodox. It . shoUld 
h.ave been coupled with a commitment to 
strengthen observance standards so as to 
reassure traditionalists that admitting 
women to the rabbinate is not another 
"dilution.'' but rather a strengthening of 
Judaism, allowing all Jews to share in the 
full challenge of-intensifying Jewish life. 
offer could have· been made by ·women 
rabbis to refrain from serving as witnesses 
on halachic personal: statua documents for 
a decade - on condition that an int.ensive 
Conservative-Orthodox dialogue to work 
through the issue be pursued. The failure 
to redouble effort& to~ out shows this 

munity. There are an estimated 500,000 
chihhen of JJl8ltia&es between a Jew and. 
a non.Jew in American Jewry. In one
third of those marri.ag9s. the partner COD
verted. Let us assume, then. that one
third of the 500,000 children will be re
cognized as Jewish. (This is actually too 
optimialic. Unfortunately, many of those 
conversions are not acceptable to the Or
thodox and Conservative movements, 
and those children also will be deemed 
not Jewish.I 

Of the ~thirds of the intermarriages 
in which one of the partners does not con
vert, an estimated two-thirds are be
tween a Jewish father and a non-Jewish 
mother. Applying t.hat ratio to the 
331>,000 Children left .in the pool. we can 
estimate 220,000 children of patrilineal 
deac:ent.. In the absence of conversion, 
they will be considered Jewish by the 
Reform movement, but not by the more 
traditional J-s. 'nleir' numbers wiD un
doubtedly increase in the next fifteen 
years. 

MAMZERlM: MON than one hundred 
yean ago, the Refonn rabbinate decided 
to accept civil divorce as a legal end to 
a Jewiah DWTi.age. For almost a century, 
tha:t decision had no ieiions consequen· 
ces. mainly because the Jewish divorce 
rate was so low. Since &he 19609, Ameri
can. values have dumged. and the old cul-

' tmal insulation between Jewa and non
Jewa has worn sway. All a reau1t, there 
has been a tremendous me in Jewish di
vorce. The American national divorce 
rate " now estimated at 60% in recent 

. . . 
change in psychology. Each group meets 
its own needs and leta the devil take the 
others' hindmost.. 

In each movement. the tendency. to 
write off the others is growing. How can 
the• Reform rabbinate proclaim the right 
of patrilineal descant, when they know full 
well that neither the Orthodox nor the of· 
ficial Conservative movement will accept 
such children as Jewish? The Reform 
rabbinate is asauming that wheli the child· 
ren of patzilineal descent come to mar
rigeable age, there will not be a significant 
number of observant Jews around. So few 
people will really care about the halachic 
rules, it wiD not seriously affect the supply 
of partners available for marriage to such 
patrilinear children. In other words, the 
policy is predicated, taciUy, OD the diSap
pearance of Orthodox or seriously tradi· 
tional Conservative Jews. 

The exact seine. logic underlies Ral?bi 

marriages. The Jewish rate could ~ 
be at the 30-40% level. · 

The good news is that Jews have 
strong family values and commitments. 
Therefore, Jews have a high re-mauiage 
rate; indeed, the highest re-marriage rate 
among American religious groups. The 
bad news is that, accardiDg to halacha 
(Jewish law), a marriage can be di8-
eolvedonly by aget ~divorce document). 
If a wmuui nmarries witbcut a get. she is 
considered ~ adultereu, and any child 
of this subsequent marriage is considered 
a mamzer, i .e., an illegitimate child. In 
Jewish Jaw, there is DO illegitimacy oat 
of wedlock. only illegitimacy out of in· 
cest, adaJt.ery, or aecond marriage with· 
out a get. T.bese illegitimate children can 
never marry legitimate children. 

A not-unreasonable guen would be 
that there are 200,000-300,000 Jewish 
weddiags a.year. A 20% to SO% divorce 
rate would equal 60,000 divorces. of 
whom 30%-50% would remarry. That 
yields S0,000 eecond marriages a year. ~ 
we uaume th.at such marriages have a 
lower fertility rate because they occur 
later in life or because people may be less 
willing to h.ave children. and if we a.sseSs 
a haH· or a quart.eN:hild per marriage (the 
curnmt Jewish birthraw is 1.2 children 
per family ), that would suggest 7 _ooo.. 
15,000 mam.urim a year, a devastating 
number. Let us arbitrarily ignore the 
number of such children in existing se
cond marriaps. The tutals still approach 
appro:z:imately 100,000 to 200,000 mQIJt
~nitn by the year 2000. 

Moshe Feinstein'a rulings. Does he not 
know th.at there are a million and more 
Jews who follow the Reform rabbis, and 

. con.sider them their sp.iritual men.tors? The 
answer is that he ia mentally calculating 
that with rising intermarriage and grow· 
ing assimilation, the non-observant will 
diaappear, leaving only the· Orthodox 
behind. 

In the past, anti-Semites built their 
plans OD the expectation and hope that the 
J-s will disappear. We have come to a 
tragic situation where good and commit· 
ted Jews are predicating their survival 
strategies ·on the disappearance of other 
Jews. 

A Critique Of Separation 
The move toward greater polarization 

and increased inter-denominational de
legitimation is not merely leading to a 
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catastrophe of social division. It is stra
tegically, morally, and theologically 
wrong. 

America is the most open society in 
human history. Everyone ia exposed to 
varied alternative lifestyles. All pe<>ple 
face the challenge of choice in which in· 
dividuals can define their own values and 
existence. In such an environment, the 
more varieties of Jewish living that the 
community can offer, the greater the 
number of people who will choose each in· 
dividual variety. Each group is strength
ened by the greater effecti•1eness of the 
other. Each group should be building up 
the other, for its own sake 11.9 well as for 
the greater good of Kial YisrruL 

When tbe Conaervat.ive and Reform 
movements grow stronger, Orthodoxy 
gains. The baal us/w.11a (returnee) move
ment has given numerical gains and a 
great psychological lift to lhe Orthodox 
community. Most of the baaki us/w.va are 
recruited not from those who are totally 
out of Jewish life, but from ~outside 
of Orthodoxy. Most of tbe people available 
to become baalei ushuua come from 
movements nearby on tbe spectrum. In 
other words, when Constrvative and 
Reform generate yoUD.g people with 
greater Jewish commitment or with dif. 
ferent religious needs than their parents, 
110me of them join the pool of Orthodox 
returnees. Others stay and strengthen 
their own movement. 

As Conservative and Reform lay people 
have developed stronger Jewish com· 
mitments in the past two decades, they 
have become consumers of day school 
education for their children. Thus, they 
provide many jobs and opportunities for 
influence to Orthodox rabbis, for the Or· 
thodox still run the majority of the day 
schools. As the respect for tradition 
engendered by Conservative and Reform 
rabbis has deepened among their laymen, 
they have increasingly supported Or
thodox institutions. In the past, if a 
Reform Jew was busy assimilating, he 
would cross the street to avoid meeting a 
chasid. Now, Reform and Conservative 
money fuels the remarkable growth of 
Lubavitch, as of the other Orthodox 
organizations. Indeed, there is hardly a 
major national Orthodox institution that 
can survive without the financial support 
of Conservative and Reform Jews. Logic
ally, then, the Orthodox should pray every 
day for the health and welfare of the Con· 
servative and Reform movements. But 
that ia not the way that it is going. 

As Orthodox effectiveness rises, it gives 
gr~ter strength to the Conservative and 
Reform movements. The day schools are 
primarily built, supported, and run by the 
Orthodox. Yet, outside of New York, the 
significant majority of day school students 
come from Conservative, Reform and 
secular homes. Indeed, the Orthodox day 
schools are training the future lay leader-

ship of the Conservative and Reform 
movements - as well as Federation -
although for the moment they are not ez· 
pNSSing pride in that truth. The presence 
on college campuses of Orthodox youth 
wearing kipot provides Jewish models Sll.d 
h.elps change the assimilated tone of the 
university. C1udxul houses have had a 
special success in reaching out to Jewish 
children in trouble, on drugs., etc., many 
of them from non-Orthodox homes. And 
for the children of Conservative, Reform, 
and secular homes who seek a mystical 
religious approach with strong authority 
and discipline, it is important that there 
be a Lubavitch or yeshiva option. In Sl1 

open society, the alternative solution to 
such unmet needs could well be Reverend 
Moon, Jews for Jesus, or Hare Krishna. 

Thus, each movement strengthens the 

~ 

others with its own strength which in turn 
· strengthens the entire Jewish community. 

In contrast, a social split would lower the 
numbers available to each group. In many 
cases, reducing the number below a certain 
critical mass will weaken the capacity of 
the community to support needed institu· 
tions for all the groups. A Jewish civil war 
will undoubtedly lead to an increase in in
termarriage and other negative social 
phenomena. 

Delegitimation of the other denomina
tions diverts each one from facing its own 
real issues. When the Orthodox totally 
deny Conservative and Reform, they can 
dismiss the women's question as some
thing which has been raised by the non
Orthodox and therefore illegitimate. This 
distracts the Orthodox from facing the 
challenge of inequities in halacha, such as 
in divorce, and from facing the fact that 
they have not fully incorporated 50 per-
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cent of the talent and religiou8 potential 
of their oommunity in a maximum way. 

When the Conservative and Reform 
define their own legitimacy by dismissing 
the Orthodo:r:, they end up defining suc
cess as breaking with the rigidity of the 
past. Thus, for example, translating 
prayers into English is mistakenly be
lieved to. solve the problem of worship. 
They fail to face the fundamental problem 
of prayer, of modem man's difficulties 
with prayer, and of how we can pray out 
of power as we have prayed out of 
powerlessness. 

To solve their internal problems, each 
group needs the help and presence of the 
other. The Conservative and Reform 
movements desperately need more dis· 
cipline, more ability to demand from their 
lay people, and a deeper sense of tradition. 
The rabbis who see this need 8.re frus· 
trated· by the limited response of their lay 
people. The best way to get the lay people 
to grow is by having them relate to models 
from the other groups. Out of sympathetic 
contact with an Orthodox family, Conser
vative and Reform Jews are more likely to 
experience the beauty of Shabbat or the 
strength of the family yom ro1.1 and are far 
more likely to begin such observances 
themselves. 

The Orthodox community needs more 
capacity to respond sensitively and effec
tively to contemporary urgencies. It needs 
to be helped to focus on social action and 
the call to justice. . It needs help in 
enriching the spirituality of its lay people, 
as against excessively mechanical obser· 
vance in which the spiritual forest is lost 
for the trees of details. One of the best 
ways Orthodox lay people could be en· 
couraged in these directions would be from 
contact with simpatico Conservative and 
Reform Jews who are active in these areas. 
Ideally, Jews from all denominations 
should go away together for weekends and 
for chances to exchange agendas and 

, understanding. But that is not possible 
with the present mood of alienation and 
.separation. 

The greatest evil resulting from a split 
could well show up in a moral side effect. 
We learned in the Holocaust that spiritual 
distance from others and lack of respect 
for their religion translated into moral in· 
difference to their fa~. This is why so few 
Christians helped Jews. Will separated 
Jews stand idly by at the blood of the 
other Jews when they are in danger? 
Would each group repeat the erroneous at
titude of native French Jewry towards 
'Ostjuden' in 1939-40? Under the Vichy 
regime, the native French Jews were 
tempted to accept the round-up of "state
less Jews" (or Ost juden,. 

Instead of separating, Jews should be 
binding themselves to each other as 
closely as possible, Jest one group be 
tempted into indifference to the other's 
fate. Rabbi Soloveitchik proclaimed this 

insight decades ago in his classic essay Kol 
Dodi Dofek. But the Orthodox movement 
has failed to translate this mandate into 
halachic behavior and outreach to include 
the others within Orthodox solutions. 

Theologically, the separation of the 
J ewish people is an outrage. We live after 
the Holocaust and the rebirth of Israel. 
Clearly, the overwhelming message of 
those two events is the unity of the Jewish 
people - the unity of fate which Rabbi 
Solveitchik has described as brit goral -
the covenant of common fate. There were 
no distinctions in the gaa chambers. To 
elevate the distinctions between Jews to 
absolute status is to deny the truth that 
all Jews carry the fate of the covenant, or 
run the riaka of suffering for it. All J ews 
are God's witnesses. 

Israel represents Jewish unity. It was 
built by religious and secular Jews alike. 
Israel is supported by Orthodox, Conser
vative, Reform, and Reconstructionist 
alike. Israel is the great symbol that the 
covenant of the J ewish people still lives. 
To separate now is like living through the 
Exodus and going on with business as 
usual. 

A community guilty of such ingratitude 
and spiritual hard-heartedness can only 
fail religiously. Israel's redemptive 
significance should be translated into ~ 
mon holidays and celebrations, unifying 
practices - and concrete efforts to bridge 
religious gaps between all the groups. 

What Can Be Done? 
American J ewry mus t establiBh a 

systematic religious dialogue among the 
Jewish denominations on t he scale of the 
Jewish-Christian dialogue of the past fifty 
years. 

Over the decades, the Jewish commun· 
ity-has fin.anced dialogue programs of th.e 
Anti-Defamation League, the American 
Jewish Committee, the American J ewish 
Congress, the Synagogue Council of 
America, and the Joint Nati.onal Con
ference of Christians and J ews to ensure 
that J ews and Christians would overcome 
the hostilities of the past. Many have 
criticized the duplication, but the fact is 
that an extraordinary success was made 
possible by this significant investment of 
resources. 

A legacy of eighteen hundred years of 
hatred - anc! even murder - has been 
broadly overcome by people inspired by 
dialogue, religious sharing and theologiz· 
ing, as well as by personal and social con· 
tacts. There are Evangelical Christians 
now challenging the anti-Semitism of the 
New Testament. Devout Catholics and 
Protestants have reformulated their own 
traditions to eliminate stereotyping and 
hatred and to advocat.e Jewish causes such 
as Israel and SOviet Jewry. Eminent 
Jewish thinkers have formulated the most 
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positive Jewish models of Christianity 
ever developed in all the days of their 
separate uistenee. 

When it comes to Jewish.Jewish dia· 
logue, however, there has been a shortage 
of organizations. The Synagogue Council 
of America (SCA) brings together the 
three denominations. To prevent halachic 
controversy due to participation in SCA, 
each movement was given a vet.o. To avoid 
straining the weak fabric of the SCA, 
'divisive' theological issues have been 
avoided. Moreover, delegates sit not as in· 
dividuals but as rEpresentatives of their 
movements, which restricts or prevents 
growing toward each other. Most local 
Boards of Rabbis follow this same policy . 

.t\t the present Wne, the Naticmal Jewish 
· Resource Center offers the only serious 
organizational commitment t.o intra
Jewish ecumenism. NJRC's CHEVRA 
project for rabbis is committed to Kial 
Yisrael and provide9 a forum for ongoing 
dialogue. Due to limited budget, only 120 
rabbis in six cities are currently involved. 
That number is not yet large enough to 
change the outcome of policies or to 
reverse the present tendency to polariza· 
tion. NJRC has sought funding to inaease 
the scope of CHEVRA but has found little 
receptivity to its requests. 

Nationally, tbe Federations are giving 
millions for Jewish.Christian dialogue but 
only pennies for Jewish.Jewish dialogue. 
The level of consciousness regarding the 
urgency of the issue is too low. The truth 
of the matter is, if the growing divisive
ness is not stopped, it will split th.e unity 
of community, afied; the success of local 
campaigns and cost the Federations 
millions of dollars. 

The intemal Jewish discussion should 
follow the Jewish.Christian dialogue 
model, in all its aspects Ian embarrassing 
but accurate analogy). There ahould be a 
high-level dialogue encompassing sys· 
tematic theology and studies in halacha 
which respxtfully acknowledge divisions 
between the groups. Theological and 
halachic reasoning that justify and man· 
date the n.ecessary steps to cooperate and 
to construct common-solutions must be 
developed within each movement. 

For eumple: within the Orthodox move
ment, there are scholars already arguing 
that even if the non-Orthodox movements 
follow halachic procedures, all their acts 
will be invalid. In this view, non-Orthodox 
theological assumptions (including the 
possibility of change in halacha} make all 
non-Orthodox acts ipso facto null and 
void. 

Halachic scholarship that seeks unifying 
solutions should build on the suggestion 
of the Chazon hh (the great leader of the 
most traditional Israeli sector of the past 
generation) that disbelief and even athe
ism should be treated as a modern cultural 
bias or 'pressure,' rather than as a willful 

denial. There are other possible positive 
Orthodox approaches in the thought of 
Rabbis Abraham Isaac Kook and Joseph 
P. Soloveitchik. Yet, for the most part. the 
halachic disciples of these great figures are 
being educated to simplistic philosophies 
of halacha and socialized to separatist ap
proaches. All three movements need an in· 
fusion of high·level scholarship in phil· 
osophy. theology, and balacha. Developing 
such high-level scholarship takes time, 
talent, and careful cultivation. 

lo addition, we need middle-level dia· 
logue in which the rabbis and practi· 
tioners, as well as the lay leadership of 
each movement, are brought into sys· 

tematic and regular contact for learning, 
for better mutual undttl!tandiDg, and for 
finding common solutions to common 
problems. 

Finally, there must be a popular level, 
modeled on the 'living room dialogues' of 
the Jewish.Christian experience. Through 
such dialogues, people overcome stereo
types. They l88l"Q that there is real com· 
mitment in the other groups to values 
which they also respect and desire. This 
changes the atmosphere and gives support 
to the rabbis who seek to overcome some 
of the legal and theological obstacles. 
Without such lay sympathy, it would be 
impossible for spiritual leadership t.o over
come barriers. 

It is time that those Jews who are not 
totally 'denominationalized' asaert the 
principle and the priority of Kial Yisrael 
(the unity and totality of the Jewish 
peoplel. I would call upon all Jews to put 
pressure - peer pressure; moral judgment. 
even economic pressure - on the leader
ship of all the denominations. Let a non· 
Orthodox Jew who is giving money to 
traditional institutions ask them: What 
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are they doing to advance unit'Y? Are they 
abusing other Jews? ,fµst asking the ques
tiop. begins to have an impact on policy. 

Let Orthodox Jews who are active in the 
community constaptly challexlge their non· 
Orthodox co-workers: What are they doing 
to insure that their own denominations not 
act irresponsibly in matters of personal 
status or issues that affect the overall 
unity of the Jewish ~ple? 

It is time to collect 1.0.U.s from each 
other. At least, a combination of moral and . 
political pressure should ~ brought to 
bear to advance solutions that' favor the 
good of the total community, rather than 
the short-term advantages of a particular 
.group. . 

Among those Jews who View the poJ.ar.. 
iz~tion With eqµ~ty, many are con· 
vinced that only tlieii group will survive. 
But the Orthodox who fav<r withdrawal 
should not oe so complaCent. True, they 
coul<t, turn out to be the saving remnant. 
They cowd eq~illly turn out to be. t he con· 
temporary 'Dead Sea Sect' - t he group 
that withdrew to save its own purity and 
died an arid, n~eless de;ath ~dered · 
from Jewisli history. Those Conservative 
Jews who feel that Orthodox is reac
tionary and a loSt cause, th°* Reform aiid 
secular Jews who have wri~ off the sur
vival 'of the traditionalists'; all·those who · · · 
\U'l!. convinc¢ ~hat they 816Jie are mode,m 
enqugh to survive, shoil.ld 83/s ~liemselvcs 
whether it iS not equally likely tliat they 
will simply be assimilated into the 
magnetic Culture of the twentieth century? 

We need each other. The renewal of eich 
group is the best in~ce for the survival 

. · .. ofall'groups. I~is tll.ne.to develop true con· 
.. . sciousness of the urgency of. the polariia· 

ti.on problem and to 'formulate strategies"" 
detailed erii>ugh-and wiSe enOUgh to attllck 
problems and find root solutions~ The will 
to unity, and recognition of common fate 
is extraordinarily powerful among the 
JewiSh rank and file. The f8ilure lies in the 
fact th!lt' all that energy has gone into 
political and philanthropic fields. It is time 
. to translate the sen5e of 90mmon de5tiny 
ipto theqlogical categories; halachic think· 
ing, and religious behavior. 

This call for unity is not based on the 
hope of unanimlty ·9r uniformity. There iS 

·nothing wrong with di.sa&reei:pents. The 
divisions need nQ~ be papered over. Wlia,t 
is needed is restraint to avoid fimdamen· 
tfil breaches, ·and commitments to find 
common solutions. No one should under· 
estiniate either the tradipon, 9r the will 
and fertile imagination of t_he Jeyi'ish peo
ple. There are positive solutions enough 
within·our grasp. We need the intelligence, 
the courage and the co~tment ·to pur· 
sue it. The time to act is now. 

~1985, .. - Jtwi$ll Aescvtce c.. . 
Irving Greenbe~ is J>resident of the National · 
Jewish .Resource Center. · · · · .. 

VOLUNTEEKS 
NEEDED' 
for all kinds 

or Important jobs 
at th~ 1985 

J ewish Ameriw 
Festival 

Sund.@y. Sept. 1 
Monday, Sept. 2 

(Labor Day Weekend) 

new Location - rtstlval Hall 
(acijacent to lhc 

·Convention Center) 

Call 764·7850 

Our Style 
is 

1n Style 

call 
for a 

subscription 

Speec~ H.elp for 'Strok'e Pa#e'nts 
·' :· · call. · 

Rosaliiid Harrison 
MA.," CCC-Sp.• · • 

Certified Speecli Path'owgist 

Associated Speech' & 
Language- Services 

In small sizeal 

. .•. ~ •. .,. '.~ ·,:.1 

~~.J--·~ -~ -- --.oCHERRYV~.,.·· 

133 5900 11712.AEISTERSTOWN RD. 
" Open MO....s&t 11);9 . . . 

COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE 
AMERICAN & FOREIGN CARS 

Un!body· Repairs-Our S~cialty 

• Custom Paint]ng • Vinyl Tops 
• Franie~ Straightened 
• .Insurance Approved' Shop 
• Qualit5' Workmanship 
• Lifetime Guarantee · 

Color Matching on Later Models 

~- ' ==~ 
COllVETTE SERVIC·E 

24 HR. TOWING ~· '-76~~~~1~ 

CANBY . MOTORS, •. 
. OVEB 35 YEARS EXP.. • EST. 1965 

Free Tfansportation to home, Office, .MetrQ 

764-.2612 
OR 

·.:764-9.4~5 
4104 Pinkney Rd (off 600 Block ReisterstOwn ·Rd) .. 

(behind Sol LMlscn) 
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ceived her visa in 1979 only 
a few months after applying 
for it. The process now takes 
several yeara. 

4th 
OF 

---- -·--------------

"The best time," she said, 
"for Soviet Jews to leave the 
country was 1979," a 12-
month period when over 
61,000 Jews left the U.S.S.R., 
the hlahwater mark of recent 
J ewisli emigration from the 
Soviet Union. 

And when Frankel and her 
family came to Baltimore, 
they already had some close 
friends here with whom they 
could stay. Frankel found a 
job in only 2~ months and 
her husband, Yur, found his 
only three weeks later. They 

JULY[~~] 
moved into their own 

apartment. 
"We had a very smooth 

transition." said Frankel. 
Like most immigrants, the 

Frankels did have certain dif· 
ficulties in adjusting to their 
new country. While both Tat-

and her husband had 
studied English in high school 
and the univeraity they had 
attended in the Soviet Union, 
about 20 years had elapsed 
between theiJ' language stud· 
ies and their move to the U.S. 
This particular~ made it dif· 
ficult for Tatyana to study 
for the classes she needed to 
complete before being hired 

a physicist at Johns Hop
kins Hospital's radiation on· 
cology department. (In the 
Soviet Union, Frankel had 
taught physics in college.) 

But to compensate for 
difficulties, explained 

Frankel, "there were so many 
people who helped us. The 
Jewish Family and Children's 
Service gave us furniture and 

and dishes becaDse we 
could only come with a few 
suitcases for the whole fami· 
ly. Everyone we contacted 

- the Jewish acencies, 
even the government - did 
everything they could to help 
us out." 

"There is no other country 
with people and an atmo
sphere like thia one. Every· 

is 80 friendly and tries to 
help one another. They even 
forgive your language prob

" sha added with a 
laugh, "and try to under

you." 
Frankel's praise is genuine. 

This Fourth of July weekerid, 
she may be watching fire
works with her family. C>r she 
may even go to the beach. 
But wherever she is, she will 
be genuinely celebrating the 
holiday. the way it 'W'88 meant 
to be celebrated - with a love 

reciation for the trit:t ahe has found in 
America. 

DUNN-RITE PIPE FURNITURE 
DIREC'OOR FAC'OORY OUTLET 

Maryland's Largest Manufacturer of High
quality PVC Furniture 

OUR ENTIRE 
COLLECTION OF 
PVC CASUAL 
OUTDOOR 
FURNITURE IS 
NOW ON SALE 
'Ihle bea11tif\il, lightweight 
fumi~re is made of the 
finest quality polyvinyl 
available: 
• It won't chip 
• It won't crack 
• It won't rust 
• It won't stain 
• It nev.!r needs painting 
• It's maintenance-me 
• It has fut drying cushions 

Open 7 days a week J().6 
8559 Baltimore Nat'l Pike (Jlt. 401 
Ellicott City, Md 465-1347 
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Jewry's 
great 

;,, ·and 
• 

· VI e 
Jewish 

communities 
find themselves 

being torn apart by 

T.HE CHRISTIAN SCIENCfi,40NITOt. 

E By Willlam Echikson 
~ Spec!a! co The Clu'isllan Science Monttor 

"' Petldl Tlcva, !SIMI " 0 N one Sabbath earlier this year. this nor
mally calm city of 135,000 people just 
outside Tel Aviv turned into a 
battleground. 

Thousands of religious Jews, with the tradi· 
tional beards and skullcaps, massed in front of a 
moviehouse, shouting such things as "criminals," 

• "dogs," "Nazis," and "violators of the law of 
God." When nonobservant Jews tried to buy tick· 
et.s, the religious threw rocks at them. An open 
brawl ensued. Soores were injured. 

Week aft.er week such demonstrations have con· 
tinued. The Orthodox say they will not st.op them 
until the maw of God is honored and cinemas and 
cafes closed on the Sabbath - sundown on Friday 
to sundown on Saturday. The secular have been 
just as intransigent. 

"It's Jewish Khomeini-ism," says Dan Ben Ca· 
naan, assistant to Petach Tikva 's mayor. Dov 
Tavori. It was Mr. Tavof:i, a Labor Party mem~ 
who triggered the dispute by trying to end the Sab
bath restrictions in town. "We will not let the rel.i
giotis take the law into their own hand and tell us 
how we should act." 

The battle between observant Jews and less· or 
nonobservant Jews is growing sharper throughout 

1i Israel. The stakes are immense. The outcome will 

I 
play a large role in det.ennining not only the future 

L shape of the count.ry's society and democracy. but. 
· ·~~ · also its foreign policy. Religious Jews, aft.er all, are 
- ding the settlement drive on the West Bank, 

and 9eCUla.r Jews, the opposition t.o it. 
The division is also important in the Diaspora. 

the world Jewish community outside Israel. 
Diaspora leaders worry whether the American 
.Jewish community can retain its cohesiveness and 
effectiveness if it is being t.om from within. Divi· 
sive issues are wide ranging- from whether t.o ac· 
cept public funds for religious education to what 
standards should apply t.o conversions to the Jew. 
ish faith. . 

"\ilw: _ "The split is affecting Jewish life everywhere," 
says Roland Gitt.elsohn, rabbi emeritus of Temple 
Israel, a Reform congregation in Brookline, Mass. 
"When I became a rabbi 48 :ye8n ago here, l had 
lots of Orthodox friends: Today. there's not a single 
one with whom I can sit down at the same table." 

F.nwncipation po!ill'ld a a& fOI' Judaism 
The int.ensiey' of the'Struggle and the specific is

sues belinen the observant and less observant 
may be ~ but the fundamental question being 
debated is not. . 

It dat.es from the French Revolution of 1789, 
which \ed t.o Jews in the West gaining equal rights 
with non-Jews. By breaking down the barriers of 
church and state that kept Jews apart from their 
neighbors, the emancipation posed a crisis for Ju· 
daism - how t.o adjust one's religious loyalty, 
which carries with it separation from non·Jews, to 
Jews' new political and social equality; how to ad· 
just to the new rational, int.ellectual climate. 

M111zy 19th-century Jews solved the problem ei· 
ther by converting to Christianity or by a~don· 
ing religion alt.ogether. Others decided to ad.tqit Ju· 
daism by modernizing it and eliminating wliat.ever religious dispute Uttr.orthodox Jews in Jerusalem neighborhood of Mea ShearWn 1 

WHO 
ISA .-. ....... 

THE DEBAT£ It ISRAD.: 
The temi "Jew" is not defined in 

the " law of retum," which entitles 
any Jew to immediate Israeli citizen· 
ship. A bill proposed this year in the 
Israeli oarllament would amend the 

HOW ntt ntR£E MAIN BRANCHES OF JUDAISM 
D£1'1N£ A JEW: 
Oi1hodox: 

• A person born of a Jewish mother. 
_ ~~· Or a person formal ty converted by an Orthodox 

SETIUNG ERETZ ISRAR-
• Klryllt Mii, lsrlelklccupled West Bri 
Shoshana Mageni believes that God 

gave her this land. 
"This is Eretz Israel, where the 

T,,......:,,.\.. __;_J,.. ..,..,..,_,, \.,.,..- ... ,\..,.._.. ....... la. 
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external differences might hamper the close rela- day Arab-Israeli war in which Israel ended up ac-
tions ·of Jews with their neighbors. They also tried cupying the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Some 
to remove or play down whatever tended to call Orthodox Israelis, finding the Jewish state in pos-
into question their loyalty to the countzy in which session o.f what they saw as the old biblical lands 
they lived. of Judea and Samaria (the West Banlc), began 

Jewish laws such as the dietary rules and Sab- using religious justifications to settle there. No 
bath restrictions on travel and work were dis- longer were the socialist Zionists the pioneers. 
carded. Religious services were patterned after ] " After 1967, the religious suddenly had a psy-
Christian services, with the sexes no longer segre- chological opening to become leaders," Professor 
gated, and music and responsive reading added. Ravitzky says. "We could go to the [West Bank) 
The idea of completely dropping Hebrew in favor mountains and be the new super Jew." 
of the vernacular was even considered. This brand -
of Judaism, labeled &form, began in Gt!1'1Illl.ey in Bes!in's election boosted lsraeti Orthodoxy 
the early 1800s and was brought to the United . Orthodoxy's influence became even more pro-
states by German Jewish immigrants. (' nounced after the right-wing Likud coalition's 

The fundamental difference between the R& Menachem Begin came to power in 1977. 
form and Orthodox branches lies in their ap- "Begin let the Orthodoxy .move to center 
preaches to the Torah. For the Orthodox, these stage," explains Janet Aviodad, a sociologist at 
five books of Moses - as illuminated by the oral Jerusalem's~ Leer Institut.e who specialires in 
tradition now contained in the Talm.ld - are the Orthodoxy arid is an activist in Israel's dovish 
God's revealed word; they can be studied closely (Peace Now movement. "His interests coincided 
and discussed but must be followed as the inviola- with their interests, ao he used them, and they 
hie law of God. For most Reform Jews, the texts used him." 
represent the God-inspired words of the early ~ The alliance led t.o an increase of Jewish settJ.e. 
brews; they are to be respected as unique insights ment on the occupied West Bank. It also meant in· 
but must be adapted to fit each new modem era. creased !!IM'.ll~ on ~=ools and @'e!.ter 

p~lic obSifvance of=· for instance. 
Orthodox are minority among US Jews by stbppmg Triers national airlin~I Al. from 

Much of modem Jewish history lies across this flying on Saturdays. Mr. Begin even introduced a 
fault line. Until recentJY, &form or &fonn·in· bill in parl.iament...to-~~ol-
spired brands of Judaism had the initiative in lowing the strictest Orthodox interoretation. This 
competition with Orthodoxy. issue resurfaced dunng thiS year's electiOll cam· 

In the US. &form Judaism together with Con· paign and the political maneuvering that followed. 
servative Judaism - which accepts change but Meanwhile, Orthodoxy dreW on its renallsarice 
values contimity with the Jewish ~ and the es- . in Israel t.o become stronger in the Diaspora. too. 
sence of Jewish law - dominate Jewish life. In the US, Orthodox Jews remajn o~about IO 

' Orthodox Judaism, which holds unswervingly to _ percent oJ the American Jewish fOIE8i bollt ac
\ traditional teachings, remains in the minority. coidirig to Harvafd.J)_q1versify SOC-st Ne.ban 

" For a long time, we were considered namby· \.Glaz.er. But, he says, Orthodoxy includes an in-
pambies, antiques." says Moshe Sherer, president c~ing proportion of young Jews, which was not 
of the American branch of the Orthodox organiza· the case in the past. Professor Glazer and other S& 

tion, Agudath Israel. "We weren't taken into ac· ciologist.s attribute this change t.o a search found 
count in group decisions.:• · throughout America for religious values. • 

{ Adds &fonn Rabbi Gitt.ebohn: "We jus~ as· "There's a rising tide of militancy in Ortho-
\ sumed Orthodoxj was on its way out." doxy." says Arthur Levine, president of the 

Ia· .Israel, no formal &form movement took United Synagogues of America. the national co-
·. root. Many of.the earl)"-ZioniltswjedacheligiOn.. · ordinating organi:r.ehon of.. Conservative s~

outright, substituting a faith in work and social· ( gogues. "Religiously, it translates into greater 
ism. True to that vision, when Israel was created \ strictness. Politically, it translates into greater self· 
in 1948, it was fashioned largely as a secular. West- confide.nee." 
em democracy. · · . l This new militancy has strained cooperation be-
~odox Jews were on the~llrael's · tween the·· Orthodox an4 non-Orthodox. The 
f~. ~~ tlleYW iiiiihmmin onl Orthodox have never reoogn.ized the theological le-
about oob- o lsrSeli gitimacy of the other brands of Judaism, and soon 

me uenee through their · they may no longer work with &form or Conser-
polilical put.ies. which joined government coali- vative Jews on social and political issues. 
tions, the Orthodox were never at the forefront "They are becoming more right wing," says 
forging the new state. .. Milton Himmelfarb, a sociologist with the Ameri· 

"Twenty years ago, a religious kid in Israel had II( can Jewish Committee. "and that is causmg ten· 
f the feeling he was inferior, that he didn't partici· ~ s1on beCause most Jews are traditionally liberal." 
\ pate in Israeli life." recalls Avi Ravitzky. a philos· &form Judaism is responding to the Orthodox 

opby professor at Hebrew University in Jerusalem ( challenge by becoming more sensitive to tradition. 
and an observant Jew Specifically, it is increasing the use of Hebrew in 

Today. this inferiority complex has vanished. its synagogues and restoring other traditional 
Orthodoxy is experiencing a renaissance, both in practices. 

\

the Diaspora. and in Israel. It is growing not so "In its desi,re to eliminate everything that 
much in numbers. but in self-<:Ollfidence and smacked of non-reason, early &fonn went too 
~eness. ·--- ,..... far, " says Rabbi Alexander Schindler, president of 

In ISiiel. the break came in 1967 ~ the six· the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, the 

&form association of synagogues. "Now we're 
more willing to accept the mystical, emotional u- ) 
pects of Judaism." · 

&form is also count.entt.acking by stnmgthen
ing its international influence outside its American 
stronghold. In Israel, it is lobbying to have its rab
bis fully remgni7«1 as legitimate by the state. At 
present, marriages and other Jewish ceremonies 
conducted by non-Orthodox rabbis are not recog
nized in Israel. 
• Rabbi Schindler recalls bow he t.old Prime Min- ) 
ister Begin ~ "~tes...oi..Au~b.w.it.Lwere 

(~pen"to all JewsJ Oithod~_Md..non-OrthodoX: so 
~ "thif gafiS.O(Jem31lem IDlSt be open t.o au 
Jews." 

Rabbi Michael Williams of Paris's Rue 
Coperuic Synagogue. the first &form synagogue 
in France. adds that the exclusion is unwise: 
"Only a minority or Jews are going t.o remain 
Orthodox. All the others who want to retain some 
oootact with Judaism will ~'f!ll no place to go. 
They'll either drop it totally or beaime mad.'' 

In Israel, his prediction rings true. The anger of 
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Jewish children In San Francisco llghf candles on Hanuka menorah 

~ Jew . -..n:..- And the . 
· ~(Ti1Mbattle.ha5 ~~:;':b;'iest for the · 
whole nation. The LabOr Pazty majority on the ) 
municipal council is hoping t.o set a precedent th.a&. 
will keep open . ent.ertainment. spots in cities 
throughout the country. Mayoral spokesman Dan 
Ben Canaan says the dist>ute involves the very ·'· 
soul of the Jewish state; : • "• . :.<. 

"The fanatics are tiying t.c>°transfonn lstaelinto 1 · 
a religious dict.at.orship, prolu'biting the freedom of 
the individual, just like in Iran," Ben Canaan 
says. "We want to keep religion and state sepa· 
rate." · 

The religious, of course, don't see the problem 
this way. They say violence against nonobservant 
Jews is commituia- Oy&few misguided youths. 
They also say thii~ri't ~t rabbis t.o rule Israel 
but merely to creat.e eiililrgJr"Jewi.sh "atmosphere" 
so that Israel retains a b'\ie JeWiSh Havoi: 

" I'm not tellii!g'fllem whit flil!y must do inside 
their houses," says Rabbi Aharon Beifus of ) 
Pet.ach Tikva. 'Tm just saying that outside in the 
streets, the Shabbat [Sabbath) must be guarded." 




